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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Each year, throughout the United States,

al~ost

a million

men, women, and ohildren partiCipate in agrioultural migrant
labor. In some areas, agenoies of the federal and state
governments reoruit workers and channel them into areas of immediate need. In other areas, oontraots are signed between the
representatives of farmer organizations and labor contraotors
or crew leaders. In the halls of Congress, various aspects of
the agricultural labor system, both in foreign and domestic
matters, are disoussed and debated.
The agricultural migrant travels through much of the Uni tee
States. In the Rio Grande Valley, migrants reside for the
winter months beginning the work season in Texas, gOing north
through Arkansas to the Great Lakes States. South of the
border a half million Mexicans channel through cities like
GUadalajara,

~nterrey,

and Durango to reaoh destinations in

Oalifornia, Michigan, Colorado, and other states. These Mexican
nationals enter the United States under the provision of Public
Law 78 which law aids exohanges between the sovereign states
1
.'-

<

,-

2

of Mexioo and the United States. l Citizens of the British
Wesj Indies and Amerioan o1tizens from Puerto Rioo oome to the
mainland under private agreements. Japan and the Philippine
Islands send several thousand workers eaoh year.2
Hired farm workers are in oritioal demand during short
periods ot the year. Looal souroes of labor supply simply oannot fulfill the demands of srowers and canners at the wages
offered. Workers are reoruited from distant areas, leaving
homes for varying periods of agrioultural work. Thes8 workers,
foreign and domestic, make up the asrioultural labor pool in
the United States. Under the m1grant labor system, there are
olose conneotions betwegn the MAx1can national eoonomy and the
AmerioEln ootton crop, between the prices of vegetables and the
wages paid f1eld laborers in the United States •

..
lU. S. Department of Labor, Farm fibor Faot Book (Washing1959), p. 163. The 82nd Consress, st session, i'ormalized
previous agreements between the two governments of the United
States and Mexioo. The agreements appear in Publio Law 78,
whioh has since been modified several times. Its substantial
regulation of the importation of Mexican nationals under
temporary ViS~8 has been renewed period1oally in the past.
The 87th Congress, 1st session, renewed Public Law 78
until Deoember 31, 1963.
2 Ib1d., p. 127.
to~;,
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Half the annual migrant worker foroe is made up of
Amerioan oitizens, almost 400,000 of them, who travel with
their 150,000 dependents. From this agricultural working foroe
oome the men, women, and ohildren of this stu.dy who have left
their work on the soil and their migrant life to beoome members
of the industrial oomplex of a northern state.

~e

homes of

origin of the ex-migrall'ta in this study are located in the
Rio Grande Valley. One-quarter million inhabitants of the
Rio Grande Valley in Texas leave the state each year to
work as asricultural migrants. 3 Soae leave the state never
to return. It is

8

group of these non-returnees that this

study will consider.
In this study, the subjeots are Spanish-speaking families
of the Rio Grande Valley who have found residenoe outSide
of Texas and employment outSide of agriculture. As migrants,
their movement was part of a complex pattern. 4 Some left Texas
to travel atrross one-third of the United State s. Others
worked in Texas fields before leaving the state. Eaoh year
some abandon this migrant life to remain in the areas

3parm Labor F!ct Book, 127.

-

4 Ibid •

4

where they worked in agriculture. California's Professor
Varden Fuller asserts:
Moreover it is to be noted • • • that many individuals
and groups have made their way through farm
employment and into more acoeptable situations in
agriculture and elsewhere. Hence migratory labor
has ;ortunatelY not been entirely a dead
end.
The ex-migrant, wherever he is found, has been the
object of discussion and study. Senator Harrison Williams,
chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Migratory Labor of
the Senate Committee on Agrioulture, conducted hearings
in Madison, Wisconsin in September of 1959. Two witnesses
spoke of year-round residents who were once agricultural
migrants. In Stockton, California, three priests devote
their activities to former agrioultural migrants. In Van
Buren County, Michigan, a county health officer voioed
concern about the living conditions of ex-migrants now
permanent residents there. 6 The present study will disouss
a very specific group of ex-migrants who abandoned the
agricultural migrant stream in northern Illinois.

5Varden Fuller, "Economics of Migrant Labor,lt Social Order
X (January 1960), 6.
6William Fleming, "Proceedings of the National Conferenoe
to Stabilize Migrant Labor," Unpublished proceedings (Chicago,
1959), p. 224. The official procee~ings are available in the
offices of the' Catholic Council:·15ff· Working Life t 21 West
Superior t Chicago, Illinois. . .

5

This study is concerned with Spaniah-speaking ex-migrants.
,~

At the very beginning of this study, it is important to define
the term ftSpanish-speaking." As used in this thesis, the
term "Spanish-speaking" will always refer to Americans of
Mexican descent. For stylistic purposes, the terms "MexioanAmericans," ltSpanish-Americans," and "Americans of Mexican
descent" will be used interchangeably. In addition, the
homes of origin of the subjects of this thesis are in the
It

winter garden ,f area of Texas. This is the area oentered

in and around the towns of Carrizo Springs, Asherton and
Crystal City, Texas. All of the married persons in this
study were born in this area. In addition, the subjects are
former agricultural workers.
The subjects of this thesis abdndoned the migrant stream
in Cook County, Illinois. More details of the reqUirements
for inclusion in this study will be given later, but the
two important characteristics noted here are the Mexican
ancestry and the former partiCipation in agricultural labor.
Since this pOint is very important, it can be reiterated that
Done of the subjects of this study WaS born in Mexico. The
men, womem. and children are products of a Spanish-Amerioan
cultural heritage, which heritage has been studied by many

6

researchers. 7 Any study of the ex-migrant worker in this thesis
must include some reference to the Spanish-American cultural
heritage which they possess. Not all of them can be expected
to manifest an identical level of this influence, but more
detailed discussion and analysis of this influence will be
an important part of this study. The influence of Mexican ancestry, the proximity of origin to the country of Mexico, and
the migratory way of life may have some influence on the
level of participation shown.
All subjects of this thesis came to the state of Illinois.
They labored in the fields of the adjoining townships of
Wheeling and Elk Grove in Cook County. In these townships,
they abandoned the migrant stream and began a way of life
different from that experienced previously. They assumed a
part of life in the industrial complex of the Chicago
metropolitan area.

7For example, see Sigurd Johnson, "Rural Social Organiza...
tion in a Spanish Cultural Area," Unpublished doctoral
dissertation (University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1941); Ozzie
Simmons, "Anglo-Americana and Mexican-Americans in South
Texas," Unpublished doctoral dissertation (Harvard UniverSity,
Cambridge, 1952), Carolyn Zeleny, "Relations between the
Spanish-Americans and Anglo-Americans in New Mexico," Unpublished dootoral dissertation (Yale University, New Haven, 1944).
Of:,the three dissertations, that of Simmons is the most helpful
for this study.
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Some studies, suoh as that of Simmons, analyze the
relationships between Anglo-Amerioans and Mexican-Americans in
the Rio Grande Valley.8 Other studies, such as that of Basil
Zimmer, discuss the impact of urban life on the rural migrant
to the city.9 This study will attempt to record the impact of
the change from an agricultural migrant life to a life in
industrialized Cook County on the Spanish-speaking subjeots.
Leonard Broom and Eshref Shevky conducted a study of
Spanish-speaking people in the United States; at the conolusion
of an article desoribing their researoh, they stated:
Three main patterns of development are possible
in the future:
1) the oontinued isolation of atomistic enclaves.
2) emergenoe of an integrated ethnio community.
3) reduotion in the isolation of the Mexioan-American
population, their incorporation in the larger
SOCiety, fed the progressive liquidation of ethnic
enclaves.

1

The writers do not assert that

~is

is a temporal succession

of developments. These possibilities reported by Broom and
Shevky provide a beginning for this study of Mexican-American
ex-migrants.

8Simmons, Eassim.
9Basil Zimmer, "Adjustment of Migrants in the Urban Area;
a Study of Participation in the Urban Community in Relation to
Migration Experience," Unpublished doctoral dissertation
(University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1954).
lOLeonard Broom and Eshref, Sl'i'."ky, I1Mexioans in the United
States, a Problem in Social Differentiation," Sociology and
SOcial Researoh, XXXVI (January 1952), 158.
---

8
In the study of the ex-migrants of this thesis, these
possibilities have become important. Some ex-migrants in Cook
County have chosen to remain in isolated atomistic enclaves.
By ttatomistic enclaves" the writer means clusters of MexicanAmerican families, ranging from three to seventeen in number,
located on farms where permanent residence has been established.
Others have entered into an area in Chicago where large numbers
of Spanish-speaking people already live and where more are
entering. This is not an integrated ethnic community at the
present time. Finally, others have separated themselves from
places of residence with other Spanish-speaking families and
live in areas surrounded by Anglos. ll
The writer believes that a study of these subjects is
important because the number of domestic migrants in agriculture
has decreased to form one-half the migrant labor

force~

In

studying the ex-migrants in this thesis, the writer is studying
one small segment of the ex-migrant group in the United States.
For the purpose of convenience, the ex-migrants will be
divided into three categoriee. The ex-migrant who remains in
the rural areas will be termed Category I ex-migrant. Those
who enter the city of Chicago will be termed Category II exmigrants. Category III ex-migrants will be those who have
'''':'',r

llSimmons, Zeleny, and others use this term without quotation marks.
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separated themselves at least in residence from other Spanishspeaking families. 12
The first part of this thesis considers the rural enclave
ex-migrant, Category I. This rural enclave ex-migrant and his
family live as permanent residents on farms where they formerly
labored. By "permanent,U the writer means an ex-migrant who
no longer returns to the Rio Grande Valley every winter and
is permanently employed outside of agriculture. He does not
mean to imply that the ex-migrant will always remain in the
northern part of the United States. In Cook County, the use of
migrant labor developed since 1940. In 1959, two hundred family
groups migrated to Bloom and Thornton townships. This
migration in these two townships was first noted in 1940, with
ten or fifteen families. After the war, the number increased
until the present level of two hundred families was reached in
1950. 13

l2Edward Marciniak, Toward a National Policl for Migrant
Labor (Chicago, 1960), p. 9. Ir.-Marciniak pOints out the
changes in the domestic and foreign composition of the migrant
labor force.
l3 So.uth Cook County Council for .Migrants, "Reports and
Studies, tI Unpublished confidential reports (Blue Island, 1957),
passim.
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Another oonoentration of twenty-five families works in the
fields near Ohioago Heights, Illinois. This migrant group
began its work in 1941. Other isolated groups of migrant workers
may be found around Volo, Blue Island, and Sauk Village. 14
Some may also be found in the Glenview area of Illinois. 15
Still others may be found near Elgin. 16
The largest ooncentration of migrant workers in Cook
County is found in Wheeling and Elk Grove Townships. These two
townships cover an area which extends along both sides of the
Northwest Highway and the Chioago and Northwestern railroad
traoks from Desplaines to Palatine. Approximately 4000 migrants
entered this area in 1956. This number inoludes workers and
their dependents. Ex-migrants are found in all the areas
mentioned, but the greatest number of ex-migrants io to be
found in the Wheeling and Elk Grove Townships area. 11

14 Ibid •
l5 Ibid •
16Information about this group was reoeived from the chief
farm placement officer, United States Department of Labor,
Chioago, Illinois. The informatiollwas obtained in an interview
in February of 1959.
l1In 1951, the American Association of University Women
under the direction of a migrant chairman made the first census
of this area. The Cardinalts Committee for Spanish-speaking
People, a Oatholio organization, made a more extensive survey
in 1953 going ~nto Palatine Town~h~p and parts of Lake Oounty.
The Migrant Ministry under Miss·Do=±,>tha Weaver studied Wheeling
Township in 1954. A Paddook Publioations reporter studied the
two townshi s in 1
br
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All the migrant workers known to the writer are Spanish-speaking. 18 No braceros are found in Cook County, although some
Mexican citizens may be found. 19 -None of the persons in this
study is a citizen of Mexico. 20

l8In February of 1959, the writer interviewed the chief
migration officer of the Chicago Office of the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico, Department of Labor. This official informed the
writer that no more than thirty Puerto Ricans were used in
agricultural labor in Cook County in 1958. He stated that
insistence ~n minimum wage standardS, housing conditions, and
guaranteed work periods made the Puerto Rican agricultural
worker more costly than his Mexican-American counterpart. The
Puerto Rtcans were used on a mushroom farm and on a strawberry
farm during 1958. The office of the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico is located in Chicago, 30 East 8th Street.
19The writer interviewed the chief farm placement officer
for the midwest area of the United States Depar~ment of Labor
in February of 1959. He verified the information obtained from
the office of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. This office
is located at 105 West Adams, Chicago, Illinois, and is to
be distinguished from the Illinois Office of the Department
of Labor located at 165 North Canal. The same information
was given in March of 1959 by the head of the farm labor
placement servioe at this time.
The Deputy Commissioner of Labor in the State of Illinois
informed the writer in January of 1961 that 400 braceros
were used in 1958 in Illinois.
In March of 1959, an investigating officer of the
Department of Justice, Bureau of Immigration and Naturalization.
433 West Van Buren, stated that the number of Mexican nationals
employed in agrioulture in Cook County with the use of a
work permit visa was nnegligible, amounting to no more than
five or ten in anyone year."
20 All subjects in the three categories are American
citizens by birth and not by naturalization.

12

At the beginning of 1959, there were forty-four enolaves
in Wheeling and Elk Grove townships were ex-migrants lived.
The smallest of these was inhabited by three families.
Seventeen families dwelt on the largest of these enclaves.
These ex-migrants live on farm property, in buildings such as
barns, tool sheds, and service structures. More details will
be given in the ohapter on Category I ex-migrants.
The writer finds it difficult to use a term to describe
the areas in which these clusters of residenoes are found.
They are located in the Ohicago Metropolitan Area, even though
they are found on farms. Suburban developments encroaohed
upon these farm areas as early as 1950. Because of the oloseness
of these enclaves to the rapidly developing towns of Arlington
Heights and Mount Prospect, the writer hesitates to use the
word "rural." Because of the nature of the dwelling places,
the word "suburban" seems inappropriate. The word "urban" oannot be used if it is to signify an incorporated area, sinoe
none of the farms is located within the village limits of
any community.
The sample of Category I ex-migrants was selected in the
following manner. It was neoessary to select a group of
ex-migrants with similar backgrounds. After surveys were
conducted by the writer and other records were consulted, the

13
study was restricted to ex-migrants who were American citizens
by birth. The married adults were born in the winter garden
area 'of Texas. The period of migration to Oook County for the
subjects of this study of all oategories began in the spring
of 1946 or 1947. The period of permanent residence in Illinois
began in 1951 or 1952. In 1958, 204 families of Mexioan
anoestry lived in various parts of Wheeling and Elk Grove
townships. Fifteen married adults of these families were born
in Mexicol some few were born outside the Rio Grande Valley.2l
It was disoovered that the adults in forty-three families
fulfilled the requisites for study, that is place of origin,
agrioultural labor, time of engagement in agricultural work
in Cook County, time of initial permanent reSidence, and ohange
to industrial work. By adults, the writer means the heads of
families and their wives. The names of these families were
placed on oards and fifteen oards were selected from a box
into which the cards had been plaoed. These fifteen families
selected at random are the Oategory I subjects of this
study.
In a period extending from April of 1955 to February of
1956, eight families left the Wheeling and Elk Grove township
enclaves mentioned above. They entered an area in Chicago

21 At least six of the marr·ie~·r~dul ts of the 204 found
were born outside Texas, during periods of parental migration.

14
which is bounded by the 16th Street railroad tracks, Canal
Street, Ashland Avenue, and Cermak Road. This area is
experiencing an increase in the number of Spanish-speaking
people who live there. The eight families studied fulfilled
the same requirements for inclusion in the study as those
in Category I. The married adults are American citizens
by birth, worked as agricultural migrant workers, entered
Cook County in 1946 or 1947 and abandoned the agricultural
stream in 1951 or 1952. These families appear in this study
as the subjects in Category II.
Further investiaation showed that fifteen families who
fulfilled the basic requirements for inolusion in this
study also left the rural enclaves previously described.
Instead of their entering Chicago, they separated themselves
in residenoe from other Spanish-speaking people. They moved
into areas of inoorporated and unincorporated Cook and DuPage
Counties. Ten of these fifteen families were seleoted for
study by plaCing their names in a box and drawing out ten
at random. These first ten chosen are Category III subjeots.
Thirty-three families are the subjects of this study. (//
We will attempt to discover behavioral patterns which may
or may not indicate a change in their former behavioral
patterns, maintained while they were agrioultural migrants.

15
The ex-migrant, in the three categories has attracted
the attention of organizations and individuals. In the rural
areas, special educational and social welfare programs have
been inaugurated. They were sponsored by the American Association of University women and the Cardinal's Committee for
Spanish-speaking People. In Chicago, the Pilsen Neighbors, a
community organization, has attempted to incorporate the
Spanish-speaking people into the community structure. The
ex-migrant, completely separate· from other Spanish-speaking
people, has been the recipient of care and protection from the
Opportunity Council. The Opportunity Council is a human
relations organization established in the northwestern
suburban area of Ohicago.
In this study, appropriate reference will be made to
these organizations and others which have been involved in
the life of the ex-migrant. We will attempt to see what part
these organizations have played in the assimilation prooess
of the Spanish-speaking ex-migrants. In this study, we will
try to compare the categories for evidences of assimilation
or marginality. It is hypothesized that different degrees of
assimilation will manifest themselves in the lives of the
ex-migrants •

..
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TABLE I
ELIGIBLE FAMILIES AND
PERCENT AGE STUDIED
JANUARY, 1959

Sample

Description

Category I
Rural Enclave
Ex-Migrant

Total of Families
Meeting Requirements

Number

Percentage of
Category Total

43

15

34.9

Category II
Urban
Ex-Migrant

8

8

100.0

Category III
Separated
E:x;;Migrant

15

10

67.8

•
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There are also limitations to this study of the assimilatiot
and marginality of the ex-migrants. It is difficult to know if
~hose

already more assimilated moved to urban centers and non-

rural areas, or whether the moves hastened the assimilation.
~nother

limitation is the incompleteness of the oategories.

There are ex-migrants who have returned to Texas and have abandoned the migrant stream there. There may also be ex-migrants
~ho

moved, but did not move to the areas where Spanish-speaking

people live nor to the incorporated and uninoorporated areas
away from the Spanish-speaking families of the rural enolaves.
Some may have moved into other parts of the city of Chicago, but
none could be found.
A variety of approaohes has been used to define the term
"assimilation." Some early studies of assimilation presuppose a
superiority of the Anglo-Saxon life, if this can be defined. 22
A more sophistioated approaoh to assimilation was found after
World War I in the study of Thomas and Znaniecki. 23 This work

22Edith Abbott, Historical Aspects of the Immigration
Problem (Chioago, 1926), Tenements in ttn!Oa~ (Chioago, 1931);
!Jane Addams, ~ House Paiers, (~rcago, 1 06); Harry Pratt
Fairchild, The-Mili1ns Pot MIst§ka, (Boston, 1926); H. W.
Saveth, AmerICan listorrans ana lUropean Immi&£ants, (New York,
1948).
--23William I. Thomas and Florian Znaniecki, The Polish
Peasant in Euro~ and tKerica (Ne~~lOrk, 1927). ¥Ars worK first
appeared1n 191 ,Out
e 1927 Ktn:~.pt edition was used in the
preparation of this thesis.

bz
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recognized elements of the immigrant culture and the host culture
in the persons studied. Thomas wrote with values of his own. He
assumed that the assimilation of immigrants was a problem to be
solved. He believed that two elements influenced the rate of
assimilation, the similarity between the incoming and receiving
cultures as well as the attitudes of members of the host culture
toward the incoming group. Harold Pedersen recognized a cultural
pluralism in whioh a host culture and an immigrant oulture
existed together. 24 Another approach accepts the emerging culture
concept, but finds other elements in the emerging culture which
are not found in either the incoming or the host cultures. 25
Assimilation may also refer to the individual or the group. It
may also refer to changes in the host culture as well. One also
realizes that assimilation may be viewed as a continuous process
rather than an aooomplished fact.
The ooncept of assimilation is further

compli~ated

if the

distinction between the cultural system and the sooial system
is valid. This distinction is presented by Talcott Parsons and

24Harold Pedersen, tiThe Emerging Culture Ooncept; An Approac~
to the Study of Culture Change," S20i,1 Forces , XXIX (December
1950), 132.
25 0 • Wright Mills, Clarence Senior and Rose Kahn Golden,
The Puerto Ric!n Journel (New York, 1950).

19
Alfred Kroeber. 26 Parsons defines culture as the "transmitted
and created content of values, ideas, and other symbolicmeaningful systems as factors in the shaping of human behavior
and the artifacts produced through behavior." The social system
is "the specifically relational system of interactions among
individuals and collectivities. tt27 In the assimilation of the
ex-migrant to a different way of life, the subject may begin
•

assimilating to one or both of the systems.
Park and Burgess offer a definition of assimilation.
It is a process of interpenetration and fusion
in which persons and groups acquire the memories,
sentiments, snd attitudes of other groups or
persons by sharing their experiences and hist02~ and
are incorporated with them in a cultural life.
In this study, we will accept the

de~inition

of Ogburn and

Nimkoff in which assimilation is the process whereby "individuals or groups once dissimilar become Similar, that is, become
identified in interests or outlook. tt29

26Alfred L. Kroeber and Talcott Parsons, "The Ooncept of
Culture and Social Systems," Americ@n Sociolos1cal, ~eview,
XXIII (October 1958), 583.
27Ibid •
28Robert E. Park and Ernest W. Bur~ess, Introduction to
!h! Scienoe ~ 80c,01061 (Chicago, 1921), p. 735.
-29William F. Ogburn and Meyer Nimkoff, Sociology, 2nd. edt
(New York, 1950), p. 185. For other definitions, see Henr~
Pratt Fairchild, Dictionary £! Sociolggy, (New York, 1944),
p. 2 7 6 . ·
,. VI-..~.,...
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In addition to the concept of assimilation, the concept
of marginality is important in this study. The cuI'cure of the
ex-migrants i.e influenced by a Spanish-American cultural heri tage

8S

well as an agri.cul tursI, but highly mobile t way of life.

The ex-migrant has placed himself in areas where these notes
are not to be found in the Anglo culture which surrounds him.
When one views the ex-migrant in these Circumstances, the
concept of the marginal man comes immediately to mind.
As the concept was originally presented by Stonequist and
Park, the marginal man Was a man in conflict. Park stated:
"The marginal man • • • is one whom fate has condemned to live
in two societies, not merely different but antagonistic
cultures."30 The conflict of two cultures is essential to the
original views of Btonequist and Park. Other authors modified
the concept of Stonequist, since they were not satisfied with
the presentation of Stonequist. These inclUde Goldberg, Rose,
Golovensky, and Slotkin. However, the original concept of
the marginal man may be desoribed in the words of Robert E.
Park:

30Robert E. Park, "Human Migration and the Marginal Man,"
Amerioan JournAl ~ SooioloSl, XIllV (May 1928), 681.
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• •• a cultural hybrid, a man living and sharing
intimately in the cultural life and traditions of two
distinct peoples; never quite willing to break,
even if he were permitted to do so, with his
past and his traditions, and not quite accepted,
because of racial prejudice in the society in which
he now sought to find a place. He was a man on the
margin of two cultures and two societies wh h
never completely interpenetrated and fused.

3I

Stomequist lays even greater emphasis on the conflict
between two cultures and describes the marginal man as "poised
between two social worlds.)2 Goldberg, however, speaks of a
marginal culture rather than a marginal person, seeing an
individual born into two cultures and sharing them both in
primary group experience. 32 James Slotkin found no conflict
in the marginal culture of Jews.)) A oontrary opinion is
voioed by Golovensky in this sense; he sees strong intracultural antitheses which are just as strong as intercultural
antithestks.)5

3l!e!.9.., 892 •
32Everett Stonequist, "The Problem of the Marginal Man,"
American Journal ~ Sociology, XL (July 1935), 8.
33Milton Goldberg, "A Qualifioation of the Marginal Man
Concept," American Sociological Review, VI (February 1941), 52

8.

34 James Sydney Slotkin, "Status of the Marginal Man, "
lociology ~ Social Researoh, XXVIII (September 1943), 47-54.
35David I. Golovensky, "The Marginal Man Conoept; an
AnalYSis and Critique,1t Social Foroes, XXX (March 1952), 337-9.
See also: Arnold Greeh, "A Reexamimation of the Marginal Man
Concept,1t Social Forces, XXVI,(~~ember 1947),167-71.
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The ex-migrant is involved in two cultures. This thesis
seeks to study the patterns of behavior with respeot to the
involvement of the ex-migrant in the oultures whioh affeot
him. The same indioators will be used for all of the families
studied. Family life, religious life, education, work,
sooial life, and reoreation will be examined. Inoluded under
the study of family life,

wi~h

attention given to these

faotors in all three oategories, will be the language spoken,
the type of food eaten, family finanoial arrangements, and the
place of residenoe. The study of religious life will include
attendanoe at servioes as well as the reoeption of the
saoraments of baptism, oonfirmation, Holy Communion, matrimony,
as well as the making of the Easter Duty. The eduoational
aspeot of ex-migrant life will inolude the eduoational attainments of parents and ohildren.

The~~~alysis

of working life

will inolude nature of employment and salary reoeived. In
the matter of sooial life, voting habits and partioipation
in sooial olubs will be oonsidered. Finally, reoreational
life will be studied aooording to the types of reoreation
found among ex-migrant adults and ohildren.
The teohniques used for seouring data were direot
observation, personal interview, and quasi-partioipant
observation, in whioh the researoher has a role to play. The
.

\,,~'"

.T·

interviews began in September -'cjf '1959 and were oonoluded in
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Januray of 1960. The interviews of Category I and Category III
ex-migrants took plaoe on Wednesday evenings and Saturday
and ~nday afternoons. In February of 1960, Category I and
Category III ex-migrants were revisited to oonfirm the
desoription of the housing. Category II families were visited
on weekday evenings other than Wednesday.
The interviews of the subjeots were informal and nonstruotured, although the same information was elioited from
eaoh family. Interviews were oonduoted with both husband
and wife present, but no notes were taken in the presenoe of
the interviewees. Immediately after eaoh interview with a
Category I or Category III family, the information was written
down in the researoher's automobile. The information from
Category II ex-migrants was written down after the researcher
returned to his place of residence in the vicinity. It should
be noted that basio family data, inoluding names, birth dates,
plaoes of birth, religious praotice, place of employment,
salary, sohools attended, sacraments received were known
through the oensuses taken by the Saint James Holy Name
Sooiety, the Illinois State Employment Service, and the
Cardinal's Committee for Spanish-speaking people. 36

36Th• Appendix lists the organizations oontaoted in
preparation for this study. , . vA,'~.r-
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The children of families in Category I attended four
schools, three public and one Catholic parochial school. The
writer interviewed the principals of each of the schools for
at least one hour in September of 1959. Seven teachers in
these four schools were questioned by the writer, each session
lasting about thirty minutes. The Catholic parochial school
operated a speoial summer school for migrant and ex-migrant
children. The reoords of this school were open for study.
The ex-migrants in the Wheeling and Elk Grove townships
are characteristioally Roman Catholio. Records of 435 families
in this area who are ex-migrants reveal four non-Catholic
families: Pentecostal, Mormon, Methodist and Jehovah's Witness.
The writer interviewed the pastors of the five parishes under
the direction of a Catholic pastor where ex-migrants live.
These interviews took place in August of 1959. Although the
families are characteristically Roman Catholic, no judgment is
passed on the internal adherence of the ex-migrants to Roman
Catholic beliefs.
Category II ohildren attended five schools, three public
and one paroohial elementary schools and one public high sohool.
The principals of the grammar sohools were interviewed as well
as an assistant prinoipal of the high school. Four grammar
school children's teachers were also interviewed. The interviews
with the prinCipals lasted an average of one hour, while the
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teachers~

interviews lasted fifteen or twenty minutes.

Category III children are enrolled in five public and one
parochial schools. The five principals and three teachers
were interviewed as were Category II prinoipals and teachers.
The writer also visited the plaoes of employment of
the ex-migrant men and women. The interviewer spoke for ten
minuted with the immediate superiors of the workers. Pastors
of Category II residents who dwell in three Catholic parishes
and the pastors of Category III residents were interviewed.
The interviews with the families themselves lasted
about one hour and twenty minutes. The interviews were oonducted
in Spanish. This was the ordinary language of communioation
between the writer and the families visited.
It has been stated that the ex-migrants are Spanishspeaking people. The oulture and mores of the Spanishspeaking ex-migrant are not easily defined. That this oulture
influenoes the subjects of this thesis is beyond question.
The important aim of the thesis is to examine the impaot or
penetration of the Anglo culture on the ex-migrant families.
The oulture of the Spanish-speaking people of the
Southwest is desoribed by Lyle Saunders:
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The Spanish-speaking peoples of the Southwest are
not an easy group to delimit • • • They are not
exactly a racial group, although they frequently
refer to themselves as ~ raza. They are certainly
not a nationality group • • • Nor can the group
be said to be homogeneous culturally • • • Some
include among their cultural equipment traits that
can be traced back to pre-Spanish days. Some retain
the folkways of isolated Rio Grande villages.
Some exhibit many of the characteristics of the
urban-industrial population. Even the term "Spanishspeaking" is misleading since some do not speak
Spanish at all, and others fluent in both English
and Spanish prefer to speak the former • • • The
Spanish-speaking people viewed as a group do have
characteristics that distinguish them from Anglo
people. Physically they are easily identifiable
because of a common but by no means uniform
genetic inheritance ~Dm the populations of the
sixteenth and seventeenth century Spain and various
North American tribal groups. Socially, they possess
a variety of cultural traits that oan be traoed
to Spain or Mexico. SUbjeotively defined, the
Spanish-speaking people are those who think of
themselves 8S "we" in response to labels '·Spanishspeaking," "Mexican," "Mexioano," and similar
terms and are thought 01 ~y Anglos in terms of 37
"they" in response to these identifying symbols.
Several inoidents ocourred during the interviews whioh
indicated an identifioation with the Spanish oultural
heritage and indicated a separation from the Anglo oommunity
whioh surrounded the ex-migrants. 38

37Lyle Saunders, OUltur~ Differences 0Rd Medical Oare,
the Oas8 of ~ SPanish-spea ns People ~ ~ !puthwest
TNew Yor~:r9;lJ, pp.42-3. Maunders synthesizes several studies.
38The term "Anglo" istin oommon use by the Spanishspeaking themselves acoording to Father Leo Mahon, head of
the Oardinal's. Committee for Sp~~h-speaking Peoples.
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One fourteen year old girl told the writer she oould never
be aooepted in Anglo sooiety beoause she is a Mexioan. She and
her parents were born in the United States and are Amerioan
oitizens. Another adult told the writer he was not allowed
to build or purohase a home in DuPage County beoause he was
Mexioan. In a SUburban town, an Anglo family sold a poorly
kept home to an ex-migrant family. Within a few days of the
sale, a oomplaint about the oondition of the home waS filed at
the Village Office alleging building oode violations. The exmigrant was foroed to vaoate the prelbi1see.. He believed he
was the objeot of disorimination. Whether or not the estimate
of the two men was oorreot does not eliminate their selfoonoeption as Mexioans. Children in sohool refer to themselves
as Mexioans.
The family behaVior patterns may be studied for evidenoes
of Spanish cultural influenoes. What are some of the possible
elements for study?
A long-time student of Spanish-Amerioan culture said in a
speeoh:
The husband and father holds the dominant position
in the family. In many instances, the father does
many of the things we would oonsider as part of the
task of the mother or wife. In the typical SpanishAmerican family, the father oontrols all the purse
strings. In many instanoes • • • the father buys food
for the family and for the children. It is easily
notioeable 1n stores whioh cat~r to Spanish-speaking
people that the father or h~nd is treated with
great enthusiasm by the sales people • • • Ties are
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maintained to other members of the family group_
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
It i8 not unusual for family groups to live
in proximity because of family relatiomships.
However, this very tendenoy to remain close to
the family sometimes tends to make the Spanishspeaking people aloof and distant from the
rest of the community. It has frequently been
remarked that the Spanish-American is open,
friendly, and warmhearted. He has a typioal
natural courtesy, and frequently tends away
from offending or disappointing. He seems to
possess a loyalty to friend!gand plaoes
which is not easily brOken.
It would be diffioult to oonfirm Hunt's generalizations,
but we shall try to oonsider theae generalizations when
we discuss the ex-migrant familie s.
In his study, Saunders observes:
Any generalization that is made about the
behavior of any large group of people is
almost oertain to be a great over simplifioation.
When the generalization relates les8 to the
actually observed behaVior it is likely to
be made even more oversimplified. And when it
is made by persons belonging to an entirely
different culture, their own oultural values
and biases frequently lead to the imputing of
motives that do not exist in the persons
observed. Furthermore, the observers tend to
evaluate the behaVior _ • • on the basis of
their ideas of what kind of behavior is appropriate
in the observed situation and often fail to
take into aooount the possibility that, as a
resu1t of their participation in a different
culture. the persons observed may have quite
40
dissimilar ideas and aot in aooordance with them.

39Lester Hunt, "The Puerto Rioan in Chioago," Unpublished speech to ·Cardinal's Commi~~·for Spanish-speaking People,
( Chicago, 1954 ).
: ..
40 Saunders , pp. 104-5.
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With the above cautions in mind, we will, concentrate
on observable behavior. One can observe the change from
a life of wandering and instability in employment, eduoation,
place of residence. A further attempt will be made to see
what behavioral patterns are visible among the ex-migrants.
Broom and Shevky offer three reasons for a slow prooess of
assimilation among the Spanish-speaking of the Southwest:

(1) Patterns • • • of mass employment in homogeneous
~oups.

(2) Casual labor whioh resulted in residential
and institutional isolati~nJ both in rural and
urban areas the ethnio enolaves were marginal
neighborhoods detaohed from the life and eoonomy
of the large community although dependent on it
for jobs and services. 4l
( 3) Language barriers.

Saunders notes other obstaoles to assimilation. He
cites the isolation of the Spanish-Amerioan community,
the influence ot the Oatholio Churoh, the informal indootrination of eduoational institutions, and the patron system,
whereby men spent their lives on the same farm. In addition,
Saunders notes the difficulties of a "double acculturation,
tba t is an aeoul turation to Anglo life and an acculturation
to industrial amplOyment. 42

41Broom and Shevky, pp. 152-.3.
42Saunders, pp. 51-9.
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Saunders also pOints out that the migratory work foroe
is made up for the most part of the Spanish-Amerioanscwho
are ohildren of Mexican immigrants to the United States.
These immigrants entered the United States during the
revolutionary turmoil between 1910 and 1930. 43
George I. Sanohez tells of another obstaole to
assimilation in the segregated school system of the
Southwest:
In all parts of the Southwest at one time or
another some Spanish-name children have had to
attend segregated schools or olasses. In some
places, this segregation has extended only through
the first grade. In other cases, it has extended 44
through higher grades - even through high school.
In spite of such obstaoles, evidenoes of assimilation
oan be found. In this

introductory~Johapter,

we have

tried to view the thesis in outline. Former agricultural
migrants have beoome permanent residents of Cook and DuPage
Counties. Some have remained in isolated, atomistic
enclaves. A sample of fifteen suoh families form Category I.
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Some ex-migrant families moved into an area in Chicago where
many other Spanish-speaking people live. Eight such femtlies
form the group known as Category II. Some families separated
themselves from the rural enclaves and did not enter the city
of Chicago. A sample of ten families forms Category III.
In this thesis, we will examine the major institutional
areas of ex-migrant life; this will inolude family life,
educational life, religious participation, eoonomic life,
and participation in community aotivities, including voting.
The identioal material will be studied for eaoh category.
~

A chapter will be devoted to each oategory, with a ohapter
summarizing inter-oategory comparisons. linal;l:y, there will be
a short ohapter summarizing the thesis itself. An appendix
will list organizations working with the Spanish-speaking
ex-migrant. Asecond appendix will give more detailed informatiol
about each and every family in the study.
No other thesis, as far as is known, addresses itself to
the specific product under discussion, the ex-migrant
who has abandoned his migratory way of life. It is hoped
that such a study will give insight into the assimilation
process as found in the ex-migrant worker.

CHAPTER II
CATEGORY I: THE RURAL ENCLAVE EX-MIGRANT
In this chapter, attention will be given to the ex-migrants
who have chosen to remain in Wheeling and Elk Grove Townships
of Cook County, Illinois. 45 Of the fifteen families included in
Category I, twelve families live on the very farms where they
lived while the wage-earners were employed in; ,agricul ture.
Living in enclaves with other ex-migrants, they have become
part of the industrial complex of a vast metropolitan area.
From these isolated enclaves, the ex-migrant father ventures
forth to a plce of employment non-agricultural in character.
During the school year, ohildren stand on the highways waiting
for school busses. From these enclaves, the families go forth
to visit a doctor, see friends, or go shoppang. A sample of
fifteen families was selected for this part of the study.
The adult married male averages 39.2 years in age. The
ages of adult married males range from thirty to sixty-one
years. The adult married female in this categtry averages 38.1

45APpendix II describes these families in greater detail.
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years. 46 These married adults are the parents in Category I
families.
TABLE II
AGE TO NEAREST BIRTHDAY OF
RURAL ENCLAVE EX-MIGRANTS
MARRIED ADULTS

Male

Female

30-34

6

8

35-39

4

3

40-44-

2

1

45-49

0

1

50-54

1

1

55-59

1

1

60-64

1

0

Age

15

ajetween the choosing of the sample and the final interview,
one at. the adult married females was fatally injured in an
automobile accident. However, data regarding this person have
been retained in the study.

46Since the number of subjects is small, exact~~a~ are
given. There· could be some m1Il'Oli· difference betVfe1f~r.:the ~..e.~0-~
average and the grouped ageds·ta average.
./ /~
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The fifteen families of Category I include fifty-two unmarried children living in the household, twenty-four girls
and twenty-eight boys. The number of children still at home
ranges from zero to thirteen. The average number of children
still at home is 3.5. The mode is three. as is the median. Of
the fifty-two children, thirty-four are attending school.
TABLE III
CATEGORY I: UNMARRIED CHILDRENa

Male

Female

0-4

3

4

5-9

9

7

10-14

10

9

15-19

4

4

20-24

2

o

Total

28

24

aThere are seven married children of the fifteen families
who do not appear in this study.
bAge to nearest birthday at time of interview.
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Before discussing the indicators of assimilation or
marginality found among the ex-migrants, a description of their
housing would be helpful. Four Category I families live in
residences formed by erecting plasterboard partitions in barns.
Two Category I families live in ootagonal shaped shaoks or
huts similar to those used as headquarters by oonstruction men.
Four families live in buildings which served as tool sheds or
farm equipment storage plaoes. One family lives in,.a former
chicken ooop. Another family residesin a long room attaohed to
the outside of a barn. Two families live in barraoks type
struotures used to house migrant workers in other days.48
Nine families live in a Single room, that is, a room in
whioh the homes is not partitioned into seotions. Two families,
one living in a barn, the other in a former tool shed, have
assured themselves of some kind of privaoy by dividing their
~uarters

with a canvas ourtain. Four families have used some

kind of plasterboard walls to separate "rooms." Three families
who have these dividers live in barns, and the fourth lives
in one of the ootagonal huts.
All homes are illuminated by hanging eleotrio bulbs.
481n an interview with the State Deputy Commissioner of habor in January of 1961, the writer was informed that this
housing will oome under more stringent oontrol and regulation
in the fu ture •
,.. ""-.r·
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Since there are no· outlets for electrical appliances, irons,
hot plates, etc. are plugged into the sockets hanging from
the ceilings. Each family has a television set as well as a
radio.
None of the buildings desoribed has indoor plumbing.
Three of the barns have water

8o~.~es

in the bulding, but not

in the residential quarters of ex-migrants. The family whioh
inhabits the barracks type structure has a storage room in
which a water tap is looated.
Five families have attempted insulation of their dwellings
by ereoting an inner wall of plasterboard. Nevertheless, all
of these buildings are very warm in summer months, and
bitterly oold in winter. The writer has frequently visited
these homes and found the entire family in bed, except for
thDseat a place of employment. Heat is supplied by kerosene
or oil stoves, and cooking is done on a kerosene or bottled
gas burner.
In view of the description of the residances of the exmigrant workers, the sharp contrast between their homes and
the homes of the surrounding Anglo population is evident.
These buildings were formerly used during the summer months
by migrant workers. Now they are used for residences during
the entire year. They are then used as permanent dwelling
:~r
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plaoes, not necessarily in the sense that no move is contemplated, but in the sense that the family has made the deoision to
remain in Illinois during the entire year. 49 No longer are
Oategory I subjeots part of an agricultural army whioh mobilizes
each spring, but they live the entire year in a northern
standard metropolitan area. This represents a signifioant
change in the lives of these people from the Rio Grande Valley.
The subjects of Category I, however, live in homes
signifioantly different from the residences of the surrounding
Anglo community. When questioned about their reasons for
remaining in the north, the adult married males stressed the
economio factor. It cannot be said that the 801e reason for
leaving a way of life termed "mobile serfdom" is economio,
but it oan be sa1d that eaoh adult male in this Oategory
specifically mentioned economic improvement as a reason for
staying. The satisfaction of an economic need was important to
all members of this Category.
The ex-migrant in this Oategory has assumed a place of
residence in the northern part of the United States. His
decision to rema1n is the beginning of a prooess of aSSimilation

49Robert Gruenberg, ChiCagO Daill News, July 24, 25, 27,
1959, pt. 1, 3, 3.
Robert A. Reicher, "Curtains of Prejudice Ring Migratory
Workers, tI Communi tf' XVIII (F.elSftd'ary 1959), 4-5. ttMexicans in
Our Midst," ~ Pr est, XIII {September 1957), 680.
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What other aspects of life are to be considered now that the
commitment to life in Illinois has been made. First attention
will be given to family life, with concentration on external
visible elements of life in the family. Comparisons will be
made among the three categories in a later chapter, but in
this chapter attention is concentrated on Category I ex-migrant
family life.
The same pattern of analysis will be used for all three
categories. The housing and residences of Oategory I families
is significantly different from that of the surrounding
housing of Anglos. Are there other aspects in family life
which are different fram that of the Anglos and which may
also manifest degrees of assimilation or marginality in the
three categories.
First attention will be given to the language used in
the home. The study shows that Spanish is still the ordinary
language of communication in Category I ex-migrant families.
Attempts were made to categorize the ability of the adults
in their knowledge of English. Four Category I married men
and six Category I married women replied when questioned that
they knew or spoke no English.
To test the ability of Category I ex-migrants in spiken
English, the writer asked four questions in English of all
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married adults. The tour questions were simple questions
aSking the name, age, plaoe of employment, and length ot time
spent in Illinois. Four Category I men and 8ix Category I
women were unable to answer these questions in English. If the
questions were answered in Eaglish. questiona were asked about
the chlldren in sohool, their names, grades, and marks. If the
respondents were unable to answer these questions in English,
they were olassified as poor in English in oontrast to
those who were able to answer all questions, the respondents
were 01a881f1ed as poor in Engliah. Five men and a1x women
reoeived this 01a881ti08tion. Six men and three women were
judged adequate in English beoause of their ability to answer
all questions in En&lish. The interviews, atter the initial
questions, were oonduoted in Spanish. Suoh olaaaifioation is
not oomplete13 satiafaotory, but 80me attempt bad to be made to
judge the ability of the ex-migrant in hi. use of English.
All Oategory I adults and ohildren spoke Spanisb. This
language was the lanauaae learned first by Category I adults,
even though they were born in the United States. The use of
Spanish in the home as the ordinary language of oommunication 1s
in sharp contrast to the English used by members of the
Anglo community. The inability of a majority of Category I
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adults to speak English 1s an obstacle to share in all aspects
of northern life. For example, all union meetings are conducted in English. The language differenoes help maintain a
separation from the Anglo community because very few members of
the Anglo community speak Spanish.
A well-known authority on Spanish-American minorities
says:
No matter how sharply the Spanish-speaking may differ
among themselves over the question of nomenclature,
the sense of cleavage from or opposition to the
Anglos has always been an important factor in their
lives and it is this feeling that gives cohesion
to the group. The sense of group identity also
arises from the fact that the Spanish-speaking
have had a similar history and have been influenced
by a similar 50elationship to a sharply differentiated
environment.
The use of Spanish is reinforoed by the reading habits of
the ex-migrants in this oategory. Four women and one man
read neither English nor Spanish. None of the Category I
ex-migrants subscribed to a Spanish or English publioation.
Where reading material was observed, it was in Spanish.
The only English printed matter observed were text books
and advertisements. Most in evidence was a type of publioation

50 carey McWilliams, North from Mexico (Philadelphia
1949), p. 8.
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popular among Spanish-speaking peoples on both sides of the
border. This is an adventure or love story told through
cartoons and captions with dialogue indicated in balloons.
SUch books are 200-250 pages in length and are available in
many places in the Chicago area. These reading materials were
observed in four of the homes visited. The amount of literature
and printed material, when observed, waS in Spanish. The
English material was the textbooks of the children and
advertisements.
Every woman in Category I reported serving food popular
among the Spanish-speaking people. Typioal meals inoluded
frijoles and tortillas, meat prepared estilo Mexioano and
other dishes. These women reported they served this type
of food daily. In thirteen of the fifteen homes visited,
foods suoh as bread, oorn flakes, oanned soups were seen.
The adults expressed their preferenoe for Spanish style foods.
One may readily ask how these foods were available to the
people of the suburban-rural areas. Twioe a week, a yellow
station wagon toured the enclaves where ex-migrants lived.
The owner, an American oitizen born in Guadalajara, Jalisoo,
Mexico, sold oandies, soap, fruits, foods, literature and
similar material to the ex-migrants. These were the brands
popular among the Spanish-speaking and muoh of the material
Was imported from Mexico and 'Puerto Rioo. This gentleman
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and his son seemed to fill the role of the peddlar who visited
various plaoes and exohanged information and produots among
soattered olusters of families.
The ohildren, however, ate Anglo style food during the
sohool year where a oafeteria was available. Two sohools operate these faoilities' for students. Where lunoh was taken to
sohool, tortillas were usually used instead of bread. The
prinoipals of the sohools were questioned about lunoheon
faoilities. The prinoipals stated that they saw tortillas
frequently during the lunoh period. The writer is reporting
only what the prinoipals said they saw. With regard to the
oontinuanoe of culture traits and oustoms, Simmons makes the
following observation:
The peculiar history of Mexican residenoe in the
Southwest also helps to explain the durability of
distinotive cultural patterns. !he "Texas-Mexioan"
haa never been an immigrant to ttAnglo-Amerioan" sooiety.
Since he was "here first" the Texas-¥exioan never
felt any need to ohange his ways to fit those of the
Anglo-Amerioans, espeoially sinoe he was rejeoted
by the Anglos from the beginning of their common
oontaot • • • The Mexioans who were here from 1910 on • • •
acoulturated to the peouliar Texas-Mexioan variety of
Mexioan oulture as modified by Anglo oulture • • • aoquiring the Texas-Mexioan attitude toward aSSimilationS
along with other elements of that group's culture. l

SlSimmons, p. S19. Simmons uses Texas-¥exioan as a term to
desoribe reSidents whose anoestry dates baok to the last century_ For him, a Mexican-American is one who is a deseendant of
Mexi.ans who·have immigrated,$i-~.e 1910.
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Manuel Gamio seem to support Simmons's contention, although
he does not present any satisfactory reason other than the
attitude of the Anglo toward the Mexioan-American:
In Texas, California, and Arizona, the Mexioan
immigrant and the Amerioan of Mexican origin
are more or less at a disadvantage beside the
white American, who, oonsoiously or unconsciously,
classes them more or less the same. From this
situation two prinoipal results follow: (1) the
number of immigran~who beoome citizens of the
United States is very small. (2) the Mexicans
who become American citizens do not think of
this oitizenship as native white Americans.
Wi th the Mexican-Amerioan 1:'t is regarded as a
patriotism attaohed to the looal MexioanAmerican oulture ,~ prevails in many communities
of the Sou'thwest,
It is this peculiar and particular background of

the ex-migrant whioh helps maintain the status in which
he lives. The Mexican-American of Category I retains the
Spanish language in his home and also maintains allegiance
to Spanish literature where it is available. We will consider
his efforts to study English in another part of this chapter.
Another area for discussion is that of financial
control of the family resources. Almost all commentators
see the family a8 dominated by the father in the MexicanAmerican family.

52Manuel Gamio, Mexican Immi6ration to the United States,
.2! ~man Mi&ration (qe~;ago 1930T;' P:-12S::§.

!1 Stug;,:

Ozzie Simmons pOints out:
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The oonjugal family is characterized by the
dominance of the father, who is aooorded a
great deal of respeot • • • by the wife and
children • • • TheTpattern of dominanoe by
the husband and the rigid sexual division of
labor often perSists in those cases where
both spouses are relatively well aooulturated 53
to Anglo American patterns in other respects.
In his small but informative book, John Burma reaches
similar oonclusionsl
The majority of family heads in this group
come from a comparatively simple culture in
whioh oustom and tradition dominate, and in
whioh family life is somewhat controlled by
oommunity opinion. Family authority is usually
vested in the prinoipal wage earner or the
person in oontrol of family finances'5fho
is usually the father or eldest male.
Sister Franoes Jerome Woods points out:
Males are definitely in a privileged position
in the Mexioan family. The father usually
assumes a patriarohal role in which he
dispenses himself as the ultimate authority

i~e;a!i:~; ~;~!a;~t~aiod:!:S~~~i!~~k:~~5
53 Simmons, p. 60.
54John H. Burma, Bpanish-SReakia& GrouRs in the United
Stales (Durham,1954), p. 84. In thlsohapter, lUrma discusses
the Amerioan of Mexioan desoent.
55Sister Frances Jerome Woods, The Amerioan Familz ~stem
(Nsw Yor~1959), p. 178. From the oontext it Is oiear that
the author is treating Mexioan-American families in this
part of her book.
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Sister Mary John Murray, in her study of San Antonio
families, writes in a similar vein:
For the majority of the seventy unbroken homes
in the present study it can be said that the
husband and father possesses complete authority
in family matters. Usually his word is law and
is obeyed unquestioningly by his wife and
ohildres, especially his female children. They
may not leave home without permission and then
usually to church or to sohool. It is exceedingly
rare for a Mexioan to help his wife !~th the
children and other household ohores.
In the seleotions cited from the various researohers,
it was noted that Woods, Burma, and earlier HUnt disoussed
the control of the family funds. In the migrant family, the
wages are paid to the head of the family, either directly
from the farmer or through a crew leader, even though
the entire family may have worked in the fields. The president
of the Cook County Vegetable Growers Association, the
president of the Arlington Valley Growers Assooiation, and the
Farm Bureau Federation Cook County direotor were interviewed
in November of 1960. These three men assured the present
writer that no other oust om was ever followed in the payment
oftdigrant workers in Cook Oounty. The head of the family

56Siater Mary Jehn Murray, A Sooio-Cultural Stu
of 118
Mexioan Families in a Low Rent PUbXic Housing 1ro ect in-San
Antonio, '!exas ('WashIngton. m"4), p. 39. San Antonio 8 s~
times cal!.a the gateway to the Rio Grande Valley, the homes
of origin of-the migrants an~~"migrants.
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reoeives the salary for the entire family.57 There are some
differenoes between this picture of the Mexican-American family
and the ex-migrant families in Category I. Before commenting
on these differenoes, it would be well to heed Jones's
warning, .tIt should be remembered that there are great differences in the baokground of these people.,,58
Lyle Sau.nders tell his readers::
Some among the Spanish-Americans and Mexica.nAmerioans have made the transition extremely
well and are almost indistinguishable from the
Anglos among whom they live. Others have barely
begun to ohange and still retain all the
characteristios of their old oulture. JUt even
the most actUturated of the Spanish-spe aking
group retain some elements of their Spanish
cultural heritage and even the least acculturated
Mexican American5§as already taken on some Anglo
oharaoteristios.
With these cautions in mind, it is evident that the
working members of Category I ex-migrant families who are not
heads of families reoeive a salary direotly from their employers. Oontrol of these funds is not always vested, as it was
before, in the father of the family. For example, eaoh of

57Hearinis before the Bubo mm ttee on Migratory Labor of
the corrliJl1tEee, _,on ta'6or and
0
BraunIted States' Benate,
mhti=!titlLgOiiSfiss,. tIrs! gj'!8ion on .:.J. lO§2, L. 1178, ~
~_~J: ~ !!~:]~B~ashl.ngton, 19l)~)t p7l'2.
Robert C. Jones, "Ethnio Fam11y Pat:terns, the Mexioan

Fami11 in the United States, ft. MeriE Jourbal
LIll (May 1948), 451.
. "",~ r
59 Saunders, p. 5 9 . ' · ' .

.2!. Socf"()1ogy.
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the families in Category I possesses a family car. There are
four unmarried men working away from home who also own oars.
Part of the salaries received from the employers must be used
to maintain the oars that are not family

Cal~S.

Hunt states

that in a typical Spanish-Amerioan family, the father is
responsible for the family shopping, even to the extent of
purohasing food and olothing.60 The women remaining at
home possess some finanoial responsibili'ty because they
purohase from the itinerant peddl.ar mentioned above. In addition
other salesmen visit the homes to sell al'tioles during the
day to Spanish-spe-aking families. For example, a woman from
Oak Park, Illinois oolleots used olothing and sells it from
farm to farm on the Wheeling and Elk Grove townships area.
Another saleaman sells religious artioles, statues, olothing,
and other produots. The deoision to purahase or not to purahase
as well aa

80me

finanoial jurisdiotion is vested in others

besides the father of the family.
Closely aligned to oontrol of the family funds is the
position of the father in the family. In the days of migrant
labor, the father was with the family throughout most of the

60Hunt, p. 3.
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day. The children frequently worked in the fields with the
father and mother a8 soon as they beoame of age. It is oustomary for even small children eight or nine years old to work
in the fields. Now the father leaves the family circle eaoh
day for a place of employment. !he father seems to maintain
a position of dominance in the family, but there are forces at
work which may tend to lessen or ohange this position with
the passage of time. It would be exoeedingly valuable i f the
family behavioral patterns during the period of migratory
labor were known for the group under

s~dy,

but these patterns

are unknown and may be inferred only trom observing migrant
and ex-migrant families at the present time.
Earlier in this ohapter, the dwellings of the ex-migrants
were described in some detail. SUoh residenoes do not admit
of muoh deooration and ornamentation. However, what deooration
or ornamentation existed reflected the background of the
ex-migrants. All fifteen homes possessed calendars distributed
by firms serving the Spanish-speaking. !he advertisements on
the calendars were printed in Spaniah. In addition, all fifteen
homes displayed images of two apparitions of the Blessed
Virgin Mary accepted a8 true by the Mexican-Americans. One
was the apparition of OUr Lady of Guadalupe and the other
the apparition of OUr

Lady

of San Juan de los Lagos. These
~r

statues indicated the Spanish-American origin of the ex-migra-
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tory laborers. since these devotions maintain their popularity
among the Spanish-Americans.
Among other areas of behavior which may hold clues to
assimilation or marginality is the area of religious behavior.
Saunders presumes that the overwhelming majority of Spanishspeaking people are at least nominally Catholic. While this
is true almost by self-definition. not all adhere to the
external, observable laws of the Roman Catholio faith. In
discussing areas of religious
a discussion of

extern~lly

behav~or,

we are restricted to

manifested religious activities

without passing and judgment on internal commitment to the
religion of the people involved.
All persons in this sample were baptized as ohildren in
the Roman Catholic faith. Catholic canon law requires
baptism within a short time after death. Unless the baptism
is required within a specified time by diocesan law, it is
presumed that a month after birth is an acoeptable period of
,,:time. Babies are expected to be presented for baptism within
a month after birth. Fourteen children were baptized in
northern Catholic parishes, none of them within this expected
period of time. From the interviews the writer learned that
the delays were occasioned, at least in part, by the abu.nce
of the compadre, the sponsor or godfather in baptism. In
"",4. ,..

Latin-America, a close relationship exists between the family
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of the baptized persons and the sponsors. In five of the
fourteen baptismsdiscussed, the father explicitly attributed
delay in baptism to the absence of suitable padrinos or
godparents. !WO attributed the delay in baptism to a lack of
funds for the traditional baptismal celebration.
Seventeen of the thirty adults received the sacrament of
confirmation. In the United States, confirmation is usually
conferred after a formal series of instruotions. In some
parts of the Rio Grande Valley, oonfirmation is enoouraged a
the time of baptism or shortly thereafter. Of the fifty-two
unmarried persons in this oategory, nineteen reoeived the
sacrament of confirmation. Of these nineteen, eleven were
confirmed as part of a special summer religious instruction
program for migrants and eH-migrants. 6l
Four married men and three married women stated that the
reoeived no formal instruotions in the Catholic religion.
Seventeen reported no formal instruotion after the reception
of First Holy Communion. The remaining five married adults
could not recall religious instruotion with clarity •

.61Infant confirmation would minimize its value as an
index of religious participation.

I

~
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Under ordinary circumstances, the Catholic Church recognizes members' marria,es as valid which take place in the presence
of the Church's official witness, the parish priest or his
delegate. Of the fifteen marriages in this Category I, four
marriages were so ceremonialized in the Catholic Church. Two of
these marriages were revalidations, that is, marriages which
are solemnized in the presenoe of a Catholic priest after previous civil marriage. The remaining eleven marriages were civil
marriages and none of the marriages was a common law marriage.
Since the laws of the Catholic Church require marriage
by a Church witness as a requirement for proper standing in
the Church on the part of married persons, eight married adults
were eligible to receive Holy Communion in 1959. Of the eight
eligible, four received Communion during the Easter season of
1959. The Easter duty, as it is termed, is the minimum basic
requirement for recognition as a practiCing Catholic. The four
adults came from two families.
Ten Category I adults report no attendance at Church.
Twelve report irregular attendance, that is, on the major
feasts of Christmas and Easter and on three or four SUndays
during the year. Seven adults report regular attendance at
Sunday services unless barred by sickness or another legitimate
excuse. In interviewing the

m~~ed

adults, it was found that

three men and two women told of frequent attendance at
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religious services early in life, but a lessening of participation when migratory labor began. In these cases, this regular
attendance ceased by the tenth birthday. None of the adults in
this sample belongs to any religious society such as the Holy
Name Society, the Knights of Columbus, the Caballeros de San
Juan, or similar organizations. However, none of the adults
belongs to such non-religious organizations for the Spanishspeaking such as the Amerioan G I Forum, the LULACS, (League
of United Latin Amerioan Citizens), or protective and fraternal
organizations among the Mexican-Americans.
Each of the fifteen families displays a picture of Our
Lady of Guadalupe, the patroness of Mexico, and Our Lady of
San Juan de los Lagos, a devotion made popular in the state of
Jalisco in Mexico. Each family has a place before these images
for candles, which were found burning in several homes. Each
family displays external manifestations of the faith to which
they nominally adhered, although attendance at church services
did not always match the expectations and demands of church law.
More will be said about this later. 62

62There are many reasons offered for the lack of participation in church services, societies and the like for Spanishspeaking people in the United States. The language barrier,
the cultural differences between the Anglo and Spanish heritage,
the oft repeated anticlerioalis~ rt;Jf the Spanish-speaking may
be partial explanations, See Ro.b'ert E. Lucey, tfChristianizing
Mexican Catholics," Amerioa, LXXVII (August 16, 1947), 541-2.
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It oan be reported that there is inoreased partioipation
in religious aotivities on the part of Category I ohildren
when oompared with Category I adults. Speoial efforts have been
made in the Category I area to instruct and attraot Category I
children. Inoreased partioipation may indicate a type of
assimilation, but it may also refleot the special interest
and availability of religious servioes. In discussing these
programs, the "good work" is viewed only as it hastens or
hinders assimilation.
Nineteen of the thirty children who have made their First
Holy Communion reoeived Communion during the 1959 Easter
season. Twenty-nine Category I ohildren attended speoial summer
sohool sessions in religion. Of these,

twent~~three

attended

Mass and received Communion during the summer months. The time
of the summer sessions does not ooinoide with the Easter
duty season. Of the thirty-one children over the age of seven,
thirteen attend Mass on Sundays even during the winter time.
Seven reported attending Mass about twice a month, and seven
stated their attendanoe at less than once a month. The remaining
five do not attend Mass at all. Nevertheless, it can be seen
that children rank higher in formal religious participation
than their parents. 63
~r

63 No attempt is made to judge internal oommitment, but
Simply to present the data gathered.
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We will now turn our attention to the eduoational patterns
found among ex-migrant adults and ohildren. There are evidenoes
of assimilation as well as marginality in this area under
disoussion. One of the most respeoted of all students of the
Mexioan-Americans, Hector Garcia, testified that white persons
over twenty-five with Spanish surnames in Texas lacked
eduoation. Suoh persons oomplete only three and one-half
years of school. 64 In one Rio Grande Valley County, Hidalgo,
Simmons reports that agricultural migrant workers are excused
from sohool beoause their wages are needed in the family.65
He says that 57.9 per cent of the children of agricultural
migrant workers do not attend school regularly. In an interview
with Senator Harrison Williams, chairman of the Senate
SUbcommittee on Migratory Labor, the writer was informed that
low eduoational levels were a major concern of the committee.
The interview took place in November of 1959.
Of the fifteen male adulta in Category It three never
attended sohool. Three enrolled for one year. Two attended
school for two years, Five spent at least three years in school.

64Heotor P. Garoia, "National Advisory Committee on Farm
Labor Hearings," Unpublished official prooeedings (WaShington
1959).
65 Simmons , p. 135.
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One entered sixth grade, but did not oomplete it. The last
entered eighth grade, but failed to graduate. In addition
to the brevity of sohool attendanoe, three of the ex-migrants
told of prolonged absenoes from sohool beoause of the
demands of migratory labor.
Of the adult married women in Oategory I, three failed
to attend sohool. Two were enrolled in sohool for a single
year. Four attended school for two years. Three spent
three years in the classroom, and one attended four
years. One woman oould not reoall;;the number of years she
oompleted in sohool, although she did attend.
There are indioations that formal eduoation ends when
the migrant leaves the grade sobool to partioipate in the
trek aoross the oountry. Various types of eduoational
faoilities are open to Category I ex-migrant adults. The
typical high sohool oentered adult eduoation program dOes not
seem to meet the needs of the ex-migrant. Courses in world
history, oeramios, physical eduoation and the like do "not
seem to relate to the ex-migrant in the suburban area. A
group of seven volunteers has attempted to satisfy a speoifio
need by establishing oourses in English in an Elk Grove
township publio sohool. In 1959-1960, the average weekly
attendanoe was twenty-three. One of the married adults in
~~.

r-

this sample attended for a month in 1958, but not other
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semesters. No other Category I ex-migrant partioipated in
this well-publioized program. 66 In a nearby hospital, oourses
are offered in Spanish in prenatal oare. Four ex-migrant
women have enrolled in the hospital's olinio, but none has
attended the above-mentioned olasses.
The sample reveals a low level of eduoation among the
married adults of this sample. It also demonstrates an
absence from adult education oourses. even though these are
provided for Spanish-speaking people.
The eduoational patterns

/<"

obtai,~;n,g

for Category I ex-

migrant ohildren present a different pioture. The ohild
who is a migrant experienoes great diffioulty "in seouring an
education. Even if he enters sohool eaoh year, transfers are
necessary in Ootober and April. In spite of state laws, it
has been found that there is a lapse of time between
departure from one sohool and enrollment in the next. One of
this writer's souroes of information is a member of the
Department of Health, Eduoation, and Welfare who informed
the writer in 1959 that he believed eduoational levels
maintained the migrant way of life.

66Disagreements about the direotion of this program
seemed to hinder its effeotiveness.
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TABLE IV
PRESENT GRADES ATTENDED BY
SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN'a' 6-15
CATEGORY I

Grade

Boys

Girls

1

2

3

2

3

2

3

1

2

4

5

1

5

2

3

6

2

3

7

0

1

8

1

1

9

1

1

2

0

19

17

Not attendingb
Total

SNo kindergarten facilities were available at any of the
sohools attended by Category I ohi1dren at the time of the
study.
bOne fifteen year old boy does not attend beoause he speaks
no English.
An eight. year old ohild d~~.not attend beoause he is
Dient~11y reta.rded.-,
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Before discussing the obvious differences between the
educational levels of the adults and those of the children,
Saunders's comments may be noted:
In the culture of the Spanish-American villagers
and in that of the particular group of Mexicans
who migrated to the United States, formal education • • •
was not • • • highly valued • • • The ohildren of
Mexioan-Americans, too, have been at a disadvantage
educationally as a result of parental influence,
low inoome • • • and high mobility, and discrimination
by Anglos • • • In recent years, however, many
changes have taken place which together are
resulting in the improvement of the level of
Spanish-speaking people. Urbanization is bringing
more of them where educational facilities are
acoessible, eduoational aohievements suitably
rewarded, and there is less expeotation that
the child of school age will work to help
maintain the family • • • The rise in eoonomio
status has been aooompanied bY a general change in
attitude toward eduoation. 6 7
As was noted in the previous ohapter, the subjeots of
Category I attending sohool are enrolled in three sohools of
the Cook County public sohool system and one Catholic parochial
school. The Catholio parochial sohool, looated in a town, is
servioed by school busses. Four ex-migrant children attend the
paroohial school wh10h has a total attendance of 1089. All
attendance figures refer to the time of the study. The three
public schools are looated outside of towns in "rural" areas
and are under the direction of the County SUperintendent of
67

.

Saunders, p. 75.
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An

election in 1960

cha~d

the status of the largest public

school in this study.68 The smallest of the schools with
145 pupils has three boys and two girls from the ex-migrant
group. Fifteen Spanish-speaking Children not in the sample
also attend this school. In one publio sohool whioh has a total
enrollment of 459, three boys and five girls of Category I,
as well as six Spanish-speaking ohildren not in the sample.
The final school has nine boys and eight girls of Category I
out of a total enrollment of 769. When this study was made,
eighty Spanish-speaking children were in attendance, but the
number varies acoording to the time of the year. During the
planting and harvest season, the number of Spanish-speaking
children exceeds 140.
The prinoipals of the three publio schools were interviewed
The seoretary of the high sohool district board was also
interrogated. From these interviews, it was learned that
Spanish-speaking children began to appear in the areas in
1946, although migrants were used as early as 1941. One
prinoipal stated that the state eduoation laws requiring
attendanoe were frequently overlooked in the period after
World War II.

68Th8 sohool became part of .a town school systeJn with its
own superint.ndent and adminis~trtive staff.
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In 1952, the American Association of University Women

with the Illinois Oouncil of Churches established a summer
school for ex-migrant and migrant children. 69 The summer
school began with a four week session. In the last year of
its operation, 1955, it lasted for five weeks. A six week
summer school program was inaugurated in 1954 in an Arlington
Heights Roman Catholic parochial school. The 1959 average
daily attendance was 314. Nine of the older children, now
out of school and not yet married attended the DesPlaines
school. Each Category I child of school age, including the
mentally retarded child, attended the summer school in
Arlington Heights in 1959.
Interviews with teachers and principals revealed that
in their judgment three of the thirty-four ohildren were
considered average in achievement. None was considered above
average, and the remaining

thirty-on~

were considered below

average olassroom aohievement for their grades. However, four
Category I children attend a special olass for Spanish-speaking
children in the largest publio school. Since first grade
children are automatically placed in this class room if they
are of Mexican origin, it is difficult to see how their

69These summer schools are m~ntioned to describe the Various factors influencing or pr4«6tving assimilation. All of the
summer sessions were conducted 'by Anglo faculty personnel.
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achievement oould be compared with that of Anglo children.
One may also suggest that lower levels of achievement in later
years may be ascribed to this early segregation.
One can appreciate the difficulties in aohieving scholastic
success experienced by Category I school children. The
language used at homes impedes the use of Ebglish. The orowded
conditions of these homes hinder study. Whatever may be said
about these diff\culties, one must note that attendance at
school is regular. In addition, they attend summer schools. 70
These represent potentially significant steps toward assimilation into the dominant Anglo culture. It should be noted,
however, that the principal of the local high school stated
that no ex-migrant child had as yet graduated from high school.
Whether or not improvement will be seen in secondary educational levels of Category I ex-migrants remains to be seen. 71 In
studying attendance reoords, there appeared no significant
differences between the number of half days missed by Category

70Herachel T. Manuel, "The Eduoational Problem Presented
by the Spanish-Speaking Child of the Southwest," Sohool ~
societf' XL (November 24, 1934), 692-5. There are many
educat anal journals with artioles on this subject, but this
article out+inea the problems very well.
71When this study began, one high school served the entire
area. In 1960, a new high school was established and the area
was then served by two high sohools.
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I children and the Anglo children in the same class. For
example, four Category I children were in attendance at the
Arlington Heights parochial school. The average number of half
days absent for the grades in which Category I children
were enrolled during the second semester of 1958-1959 was
9.5 Category I children averaged 10.5 half days absent from
schoOl. In the sohool with the largest number of Spanishspeaking ohildren, Category I first grade ohildren were
absent 11.5 days. The Anglo first graders missed 14.6 half
days. The teacher, however. insisted that the Anglo class
experienoed an outbreak of a ohildren's disease in this
time. Eighth grade Category I children missed 7.3 half days
as oompared with 7.1 half days absent for Anglo children
for the second semester of the school year 1958-1959. The
principal of the. ;Jmallest school stated he saw no difference
in attendance reoords for ex-migrant and Anglo children. He
did pOint out, however, that he did have diffioulty in
securing registr~tion of migrant ohildren. 12
Whether or not there is an aotual change in value judgment regarding eduoation oannot be determined now. It is

72There were at least eight different families not found
in the sample who had to be enoouraged to send their ohildren
to school. It has happened at J:e.ast twice that no children
from the enolaves desoribed at-tended school until visited by
a school official.
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sufficient to note the regular attendance at school. Many
ex-migrant children have already surpassed the edUC8bional
attainments of parents.
Perhaps even more important than the educational achievement is the Sooializing aspect of the school experience.
Havighurst and Neugarten state:
The school may be viewed as a social system in
much the Same way as the family or peer group.
Like the family or peer group, the school
aots as one of society's agents in SOCialiZrjg
the ohild and transmitting a Wider culture.
The child who leaves the family daily to share in the
social sys·te~ of the school has the opportunity of assimilating
to the social system of the sohool. Each day, after school is
over, the ohild returns to his enolave. That the school has an
influence in the process of ass1milation is illustrated by the
knowledge and use of EngliSh. 74 In the school SitUation, the
child must communicate with Anglo children and teachers in
English.
In addition, all four sohools attended by ex-migrants
offer various forms of extracurricular activities. The Spanish-

73Robert J. Havighurst and Bernioe L. Neugarten, Societl
(Boston 1957), p. 181.
--- 74 During the interviews, oonversations were held with the
children in English without difficulty.
and

Eduoa~ion
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American children participate in athletic programs. In one
school, ex-migrants make up one-half of the baseball squad,
although not all members of this team are included in this
sample. Three ex-migrant boys play with the school basketball
team. In this sample, six Category I boys and four Category I
girls partioipated in team competition without outside sohools.
In the largest of the sohools discussed in this chapter,
three boys and one girl joined in the sohool-oentered but not
school-sponsored soouting program. Perhaps more would have
joined if transportation home could have been arranged. These
extracurricular activities, such as sporting events, team
competition, scouting programs, brought the Spanish-speaking
children into oloser oontaot with the Anglo children.
Teaohers and prinoipals insisted that there was no
disciplinar.y problem among the Spanish-speaking children with
one exoeption, that of a Category I ex-migrant boy. One
teacher described the Spanish-speaking children as "docile."
Another stated that the Spanish-speaking children who gave her
tlie greatest diffioulties were those who had been "Americanized."
Th~eacher spoke facetiously, but she did convey an idea by
giving her impressions.
It can be seen in summary that the ex-migrant children
exhibit greater time spent in formal education than that shown
by their parents. The daily contaot with the Anglo child
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has helped the Mexican-American child to converse in English
and share in the social system of the Anglo school.
We now turn our attention_o another area of great
importance. This is a consideration of the employment patterns
among the married and

unma~ried

Spanish-speaking

ex~migrant.

In Category I, twenty males not in sohool are employed full
time. One married woman and two girls not in school also
work full time. 74 None of these works regularly in agrioulture,
although seven ex-migrants, six men and one woman, assisted
farmers during the harvest season of the year 1959. Two men
work in a nursery. Two men are truok drivers. One works for
a village government in its department of publio works. The
most highly paid ex-migrant works as a laborer in the construction industry. Of the fourteen remaining men, ten work in
factories. In these factories, three perform maintenance work,
and seven operate machines. 'our men are employed in a business
connected with the automotive industry, one in a

~arage,

one

as a car washer in an auto agency, another in a servioe station,
and the fourth as a stock room olerk in a used auto parts
store.
Two of the working women are maohine operators in factories.
The other adult female works as a clerk in a nursery.
~r

74ln this oontex~ adults are those no longer .. in sohool.
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It was noted earlier that one factor in the decision to
remain in Cook County was an economic factor. Complete
statistioal data is laoking, but in 1951, the average hourly
wage paid to migrants averaged between 75 and 80 cents an
hour. 75 The highest wage paid was 90 cents an hour. This
fact was learned in a November 1959 interview with the Farm
Bureau agent in Arlington Heights, Illiniis. The writer
interviewed the secretary of the Arlington Valley Growers
ASSOCiation, the president of the Oook County Truck Gardeners
Association and several farmers. 76 Piece rates vary widely
but the direc,or of the Farm Plaoement Bureau of the Illinois
State Department of Labor stated in 1959 that the top piece
rate would not run to much more than 90 cents an hour if its
were paid a8 an hourly wage.

75Sister Mary ElOise Thomas, "A Study of the Causes and
Consequenoes of Migratory Farm Work in IllinOiS, Indiana,
Miohigan, and Wisoonsin, 1940-1958," Unpublished dCctoral
dissertation (Notre Dame 1960), p. 161. This thesis in the
present writer's judgment is the finest oompilation of
statistioal data on the wages of midwestern farm laborers
ever seen. In successive tables Sister Mary Eloise Thomas
oomputes the wage rates for different orops in varying regions
of the states inoluded in the dissertation.
76The writer attended 00 "meeting of the Cook County Truck
Gardener Assooiation in January of 1961. The chairman of the
labor oommittee suggested a wage rate of '1.10 an hour
during the 1961 growing season.
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The lowest paid worker among the twenty-two adult males
who work receives 11.25 an hour. T,.. e construction worker earns

'2.36 per hour. The average hourly wage of the adult male
workers in this category at the time of the study is 11.63
per hour. OVertime and layoff periods may affect the weekly
income, but this hourly rate is the hourly rate received in
January of 1959. In 1958, there was a period of recession which
affected seven workers, but near the end of 1958 all workers
reported steady, forty hour a week work.
One of the women reported a wage of 11.05 per hour. Two
women earn 1 .90 per hour, including the factory worker and
a nursery worker.
More important, perhaps, than the income increase is the
change from agricultural tabor to more permanent and stable
employment. As will be seen later, there is an absence of
participation in voluntary associations; but the type of work
done has ohanged significantly.
One may legitimately ask what voluntary associations
are open to ex-migrant adult males. The construction worker in
this sample belonged to a labor union but never attelided a
single meeting. The truck drivers in this sample are not
covered by union contract. In the factories where £ourmen
work who are factory workers, unions exist, but the Spanish-

...

,~

."."

speaking men do not belong. All· five factories have bOlllt1ng
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teams, baseball teams, and the like. The ex-migrant male workers do not belong to any of these recreational organizations.
However, none of the ex-migrants belongs to the Knights of
Columbus, Kiwanis, Rotary, Elks or similar social organizations which do exist in the area under discussion. Perhaps
the economic status of the ex-migrants would prevent the
proffering of an invitation. None of the men or women attend
school-centered P-TA meetings in the public schools. The
principal of the school with the largest number of Spanishspeaking children stated he ocoasionally saw the parents of
the ex-migrant children at an evening athletic event. The
ex-migrant does not belong to any neighborhood or community
improvement assooiation. It would seem that the participation
of the ex-migrants in any voluntary association is nonexistent.
In a similar inquiry, we turn our attention to the
sooial and recreational life of the

ex-m~grants.

None of the

adult married women report mixing SOCially with Anglo neighbors
By socially, the writer means entering a home for conversation,
drinking coffee, or exchanging visits. The ex-migrants state
they have never been guests for dinner in an Anglo home.

7(
Two married women reported visiting Anglo homes to seoure
used clothing for children.
The fifteen families do report association with other
Spanish-speaking people. The chief source of formal entertainment or recreation seems to be the weekly dance for Spanishspeaking people held in Des Plaines, Illinois. One family
attended once in 1959; two families, twice. However, two
more families attended at least onoe a month, and other
families reported attending three or four times a year. None
of the families report attendanoe at other dances in the
year 1959. No adult is a member of the G I Forum or the
League for United Latin Amerioan Citizens, both of whioh
have Chioago area meeting halls. The LULACS have a ohapter
in Bensenville, Illinois; none of the ex-migrants are members
but report attending at some affair sponsored by this organization during the year. All fifteen families have been at
the meeting hall for some oocasion at least once in the year
1959.
During the summer, a baseball team formed by SpanishAmerican young men, Single and married, plays games in
Bensenville, IllinoiS. The team has a following, and eight
Category I married adults report seeing at least one game in
the year 1959. During the year 1959, there was one attempt
to form an organization in the area for all Spanish-speaking
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people in DuPage and northwest Cook Counties. Two meetings
were held and three Category I ex-migrant married men attended
attended the meetings, but the group disintegrated. Another
meeting was held in January of 1961, but no meetings have
occurred since then.
From the interviews, the writer believes that there is a
lack of social contaot at least in soo1al organizations with
the Anglo majority on the part of the adults. The ohildren,
however, share in sohool aotivities and other sooial aotivities
surrounding the sohool. Those in soouting, for example, have
attended meetings at

Ang~o

homes, but no meeting has ever

been held in any of the ex-migrants' homes.
The unmarried men and women out of school have not dated
anyone but other Spanish-speaking oompanions. Eaoh of the
young people reported attendanoe at dances for the Spanishspeaking at least four times during the year. However, they
have also attended movies in English in nearby communities.
Data on the aotivities of the unmarried but out of school
group is not sufficient for any detailed generalization. It
is sufficient to point out. however, that at least in dating
the ex-migrants form this type of relationship with other
Spanish-speaking young people.
None of the eligible adults .in this sample is registered
to vote im politioal

elections~

At the time of the study,
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an interview with the Republican and Democratic Township
Committeemen of Elk Grove Township indicated that special
efforts would be made to register the Spanish-speaking eligible
voters. However, Simmons pOints out:
First of all, it should be noted that a large
percentage of the Mexican-American population,
.;.:--at least those in the labor role category, do
not vote at all • • • the non-voting element is
swelled by a lack of interest in the concept
of active oitizenship, although politioal apathy
is not confined to Mexioans, of course. Some
Mexioans still tend to think of themselves a'6
Mexioans and elections as affairs of Anglos.
It is unfortunate that Simmons fails to give data supporting
his impressions of the voting habits of the Mexican-American
in the Rio Grande Valley.
In this first ohapter, different aspects of ex-migrant
life have been oonsidered. It was found that Category I

76 Simmons , p. 277.
77The-writer is aware of an incident which occurred in
Lake County, Illinois. A bUilder attemptei to register
Spanish-speaking people whom he had mov_d.i~:.to an area to vote
for subdividing the area into smaller 10t9. ~o many irregularities were found in registration that the Mexican-Americans
were in danger of prosecuti.6n unless the peti tiona were
withgrawn. The Mexicab-Americans who were so maneuvered into
the situation desoribed were also ex-migrants. They do not
enter into this study, exoept that the news of their difficulties might have become known to the ex-migrants in
Wheeling and Elk Grove ~nships and hindered their
registration. The area in the oontroversy was adjacent to
Wheeling township in Cook C~UJil.~i=, Illinois.
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ex-migrants 1ived in homes be10w the standards of the
surrounding Ang10 fami1ies. The significant change in the
lives of the ex-migrants occurred when they abandoned their
nomadic way of 1ife and entered the industrial complex of
Cook County. The Spanish language, Spanish style food, and
decorations are still to be found in the homes of these
people. Neverthe1ess, there are some changes which have
occurred in the way the family lives as compared to the
days of migrant labor. The fathers of the family are gone from
the home each working day, and other members of the family
have assumed some measure of financial responsibility.
There was found a Significant difference between the
educational attainments of ex-migrant parents and their
children.

~estions

about the future patterns of education may

legitimately be raised. However, at this time no ex-migrant
child has graduated from high school, although attendance
at elementary school is regular. There is association with
Anglos in the classroom situation and some participation in
athletic and organizational activities and evenes.
Children also indicate an increase in religious practice.
However, tbe special efforts of the Cardinal's Committee for
Spanish-speaking

~sople

must be kept in mind when attempting

to evaluate the increased partioipation. It is not known if
these noted inoreases will ooritinue in later life.
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The partioipation in voluntary associations is virtually
negligible and interest in school-centered activities for
parents has been slight. Although the men are regularly
employed outside of agriculture, they seem to remain marginal
when one considers the context of Anglo life in the same
vicinity.
Adult social and reoreational patterns still revolve around
oontaot with other Spanish-speaking people. It seems to the
writer that there are evidences of acoeptance of behavior
patterns from the Anglo oommunity, especially on the
part of the children. Nevertheless, the adults are in a
marginal position with regard to the other people in the
Wheeling and Elk Grove township vioinity.

CHAPTER III

OATEGORY II: THE URBAN EX-MIGRANT

The attention of this thesis now turns to the ex-migrant
who entered the

c~ty

of Chicago, After a stay which averaged

four years and five months, the ex··migrants who lived in
conditions similar to those described in the previous ohapter
entered an urban area. The first Oategory II family came to
the city of Chioago to live in April of 1955. The last
Oategory II family oame to Chioago in February of 1956. These
Oategory II families came to a part of Chicago where Spanishspeaking families have increased in number sinoe the end
of World War 11. 78

78 The writer is unable to find accurate statistics for
the arrival of Mexioan nationals, Mexican-Amerioans, and
Puerto Ricans in the neighborhood or area of Oategory II
ex-migrants. There are obvious signs of an increasing
Spanish-speaking population such as Spanish sermons in looal
Catholio ohurohes, Spanish language papers, oommeroial
enterprises with "Se habla e.an0d::," lettered on the
buildings. There are twenty-seven different establishments
along 18th Street between Oanal and Ashla~Q with signs in
Spanish, seven taverns between Racine and Morgan with
Spanish names. There is a Penteoostal churoh with a Spanishspeaking minister, as well as an_' Assembly of God church for
Spanish-speaking people.
75",,~
r'
f·
.. ;

76
This area extends from Taylor Street to Cermak Road and
from Canal Street to Ashland Avenue. Although Spanish-speaking
people may be found throughout this region, all Category II
families live south of the 16th Street railroad tracks which
divide the area. This part of Chicago is well known. Within
its boundaries lie the famous Hull House and Howell House,
settlement houses. Clifford Shaw wrote two books about two
young men from this vioinity.79 The Hull House PaRers tell of
times gone by 1n this region. 80 This area was included in the
second zone of Ernest Burgess's concentric circle theory of
city growth. Other SOCiologists have conducted research projects here. A so010logy professor once remarked that this
is the most researched area in the world.
It has been the receiving region for many immigrants to
the QltT of Chicago. Some remnants of many immigrant groups
can still be found. Irish, Jews, Germans, LithUanians, Greeks,
Slovaks, and Italians are some of the peoples who have
assumed residence here for one time in the initial period of
immigration. These have yielded to the Spanish-speaking

79Cliffor Bhaw t The JICk-Ro11er: a Delinquent BOl's Q!a
Storz (Chicago, 1930); !he atural Mstorl £! !. Delinquent
aareer (Chicago,1931).
80Jane Addams, The Hull House MaRs and Papers: a
Presentation of Nati'Tlities<arlaWages ina &n&ested District
it Chica60 ( New York, 89~ , •
- -
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people taking the places of former immigrants. Some of the
area changes have been described by Edith Abbott. 8l The eight
families of Category II entered this traditional port of entry
to the city of Chicago.
One may legitimately ask why the ohange from one area
to the other was made. In reality two questions are involved
in this single inquiry. The first question asks the reasons
for departure from the rural-suburban area. The seoond asks
why the Category II ex-migrants have chosen this area of
Chicago.
When reasons for leaving the rural area were sought, it
was found that three families were obliged to move. Three
families who lived in the path of a tollway entered Chioago.
Two brothers took their families from the rural areas beoause
they sought better housing. Two other men, heads of families,
sought better employment opportunities. One man also the
head of a family sought employment atter a long period of
layoff from work. The reasons cited were the initial reasons
given for moving by the heads of the families involved.
However, in each of the eight families in this Category, some
81Edith Abbott, ~ Tenements

2!

Chioago (Chicag~ 1927).
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member of the family spoke of the poor housing in the rural
areas.
Before discussing why this particular area of Chicago
should have been chos9.n by Category II ex-migrants, it should
be pOinted out that some Spanish-speaking people have lived
in the area for forty years. 82 However, their numbers were
limited and included not only Mexicans and naturalized
Spanish-speaking Americans. but also Americans of Mexican
descent. Muoh has been written about Puerto Rican migration to
the city of Chicago. but apparently Puerto Ricans have not
moved south of the 16th Street railroad tracks in great
numbers. 83
The area should be well known to the Spanish-speaking
people in Cook County for several reasons. The juridical
national Oatholic parish for the Spanish-speaking is located
at Roosevelt and Newberry Avenues, in the heart of the area.
Foods, magazines, and records for Spanish-speaking peoples
are available along Halsted Street and Roosevelt Road. Each
day, the Spanish language radio programs advertise several of

82Robert A. Jpnes and Louis R. Wilson, Mexicans in Ohi2!i2. (ChicagO, 1931), p. 1-4. This book desoribes the threemajor oolonies of Mexioans, Mexican-Americans and Americans of
Mexican descent at the time ot its publication.
83ThiS.information was gtv~n by the executive director of
the Cardinal's Oommittee for Spanish.... speaking People in a
December 1959 interview.
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the stores in the area. In addition, oertain types of olothing
popular among Spanish-speaking people is available in the area.
With this baokground in mind, we oan examine the
reasons which eaoh family had for entering this area in
Chioago. The two brothers looked for a home at a prioe they
oould afford. They found what they desired a~entered Chioago
in April of 1955, the first of the Category II ex-migrants to
do so. One woman told the writer that her sister already
lived in the area and she enoouraged her husband to seek a
plaoe of residenoe in this area. The father of the fourth
family heard of lower rents in the vioinity from a friend
and searohed for a plaoe to live. Two families were attraoted
to the vioinity by the number of Spanish-speaking people already looated there. One father suggested that he wanted his
ohildren to have contact with Spanish-speakipg ohildren,
whereas another mother believed her ohildren would be better
aooepted in this type of neighborhood. The father of the next
family stated he preferred the oompany of Spanish-speaking
people. The last two families seemed to have no speoifio
reasons for entering the area, but they did so.
After our disoussion of the move from the suburban area,
we oan now give attention to some details of the Category II
ex-migrants. The exaot mean average of the age of the married
.,.adults is 38.0. The exaot mean "aae of the married women is
""'~
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36.6 years. Therefore, the adult married male of Category II
averages 1.2 years less than his Category I counterpart. For
Category II women, the age difference between them and their
Category I oounterparts, adult married females, is 1.5 years.
Category II women are younger than

~ategory

I women. Therefore,

the urban-dwelling ex-migrant is slightly younger than
his rural-suburban oounterpart. The age differential seems
to have little bearing on this study.
T~EV

THE AGE TO NEAREST BIRTHDAya
OF CATEGORY II MARRIED ADULTS

Male

Female

30-34

3

4

35~39

3

2

40-44

1

o

45-49

o

2

50-54

1

o

Total

8

8

aAge to nearest birthday at time of interview
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The adult married males range in age from thirty-three to
fifty-three. Adult married females range in age from thirtythree to forty-seven.
Twenty-nine unmarried children live in Category I I households, including fifteen boys and fourteen girls. The range in
number of children at home is from two to six. The mode and
median are three. The mean number of children in Category I I
is 3.6, slightly more than Uategory I 3.5. Two married children
of Category II parents live away from home and have no place in
this study.
TABLE VI

THE CATEGORY II EX-MIGRANT CHILDREN

Age

Male

a

Female

0-4-

6

3

5-9

3

5

10-14

5

4

15-19

1

1

20-24

o

1

Total

15

14

aAge to nearest birthday at time of interview.
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The information for the tables was gathered by the
writer himself. However t three separate censuses of the area
were made available for consultation. 84

84The most oomplete oensus of the area was taken in 1956
by the Cardinal's Committee for Spanish-speaking Peoples. This
organization used names and addresses of school children
enrolled in paroohial sohools and publio school instru,ction
classes to reach the conolusion that 5 per cent of the
Spanish-speaking people in an area from Canal to LoomiS
and from Roosevelt Road to Oermak Road were Puerto Rioans.
The Pilsen Neighbors, a oommunity organisation, together
with Howell Bouse, a neighborhood settlement house, tried
to obtain names of all Spanish-speaking people in the area in
1957 by oonduoting a house-to-house oensus of the area whioh
extended from Sangamon Street to Ashland Avenue and from the
16th Street railroad traoks to Cermak Road. This oensus did
not distinguish between Puerto Rioans and Mexioans or
Americans of Mexican-Amerioan heritage.
The third oensus was a house-to-house oensus taken by
a group of nuns during the summer of 1958. The oensus
covered the area from Allport to Oanal and from the 16th
Street railroad tracks to Oermak Road. The nuns reached the
oonolusion that there were more Mexioans and Mexioan-Amerioans
in the area than Puerto Ricans but they offered no statistical
data to support their conclusions.
The writer found three Puerto Rican children in a sohool
which had a Spanish-speaking enrollment of 180. However, in
a small parochial high school which was closed in June of
1959, there were seven Puerto Rioan girls out of a total of
twenty-eight Spanish-speaking girls. The total enrollment
of the high sohool was 158. Five of the seven Puerto Rican
girls, however, lived outside the area in which the Category
II ex-migrants lived at the time of the study.
The censuses indicate a preponderance of Mexioans.
Mexican-Amerioans, and Amerioans of Mexioan desoent in the
area; but no statistical data exists to oover the area under
discussion in this ohapter.
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The first obvious difference between Category I and
Category II ex-migrants is the type of dwellings in whioh
residence is established. Category II ex-migrants, before
their entrance into Chicago, lived in enclaves similar to those
described in the previous chapter. At the time of the writing
of this study, three of the homes of Category II ex-migrants
in the rural-suburban area are still used by ex-migrants who
have taken their places.
A detailed desoription of one of the enclaves may be
helpful here in

understandir~

the significance of the change

made by Category II ex-migrants. The largest rural enclave
housed twenty-four ex-migrant families. Located along Mount
Prospect Road north of Higgins Road, these twenty-four
families abandoned the migratory way of life and lived in
this enclave. The farm owner was in reality operating an
apartment house or a number of housing units for ex-migrants.
An aging barn housed two families, and two long low buildings
originally built as storage sheds paralleled each other
behind the barn. These units were divided into single room
compartments with four families in one building and five in
the other. Another barn, newer than the first, housed three
familiee. Two families lived in individual shacks and another
long low building housed five

fa~ilies.

Three families lived

in a building which also served to store farm eqUipment. All
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water for these apartments or dwelling units oame from spigots
looated in the barns. Eleotrioity was supplied from overhanging bulbs. Two of the units had dirt floors.
Two Category II ex-migrant families lived in the long
building behind the old barn. These two families inhabited
dark seotions of the building with small w1ndows. The two
oompartments were heavy with the odor of kerosene used for
oooking and heating. These two families, headed by two
broethers, purohased a three floor building along a major
artery in the Category II area of Chioago. After remodeling
the building, they moved in and a third Spanish-speaking
family not inoluded in this study oooupies the third floor.
The homes of the brothers are almost identioal, sinoe they live
in six room flats, with bath rooms, tubs, Sinks, gas stoves,
and the like. Both flats had similar furnishings, inoluding
television sets, radios, and parlor sets. There were bedroom
furnishings and rugs on the floors. Both kitohens had
refrigerators and oabinets. This style of living as indioated
by the furnishings and dwelling units represented a marked
ohange from the style of life in the rural-suburban area.
This home was purohased on contraot, whereas the residenoes
in the rural areas were rented by the month.
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Another Category II family lived in a second floor rear,
four room apartment with a single entrance. The bath tub and
washroom were looated in a oorridor and shared with other
residents of the building. The stairs to the apartment were in
need of repairs and the building had not been painted for many
years. However, this apartment supplanted an old trailer with
a small room built on as an entranceway.
Still another Oategory II family left a five family rural
enolave, whioh had been destroyed for a subdivision. This
family lives in a third floor rear flat near the 16th Street
railroad tracks. This family moved from a shed to a four room
apartment with indoor plumbing and appliances such as a stove
and refrigerator,.;'
A Category II family moved to a home on a narrow side
street between Halsted and Racine Avenues. This family formerly
lived in a contractor's hut which had been partially insulated
to protect against the cold. The apartment is located in a
house built on the rear of a lot. This old home has flats on
two floors and the Category II family now being discussed
lives on the second floor. The small rooms, the darkness of the
residenoe, the poor lighting, and oracked oondition of the
sinks and tubs make this the poorest of all Category II homes. 85
""~.

r-

85 Rear lot houses are frequently found in this area.
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A sixth family formerly lived in a service building on a
~arm.
~ng

Only a few yards away existed another enclave of an adjoin-

farm. The family left the twin enclaves to enter an apartment
four room., located above a store. The apartment had indoor

~ith

~lumbing

as well as large windows whioh overlooked a park.

The seventh Category II family lived in two separate rural
~nclaves

before entering Chicago. The first was a shortened

Quonset hut and the second a former storage building with a long
~arrow en~ranoe.
~

This family also overlooked the park from a

painted second floor five room apartment.

~ewly

The eighth family inhabits a three room apartment in an
~ld

home. The rooms are small and there is no bath tub. This

~amily

lived in a barn before ooming to Chioago.

One may legitimately conolude that there has been a signi~icant

change in the aotual physioal surroundings of the ex-

~igrant

families. If one may make a value judgment, he may

admit that the physical surroundings at the present time are
conduoive to health and better living than the former

~ore

~esidences

of Category II ex-migrants. The change to this type

pf residenoe should be an indication of some type of assimilation.
~he

very conditions of the homes indicate a oonformity to Anglo

~tyle

of life in Cook County. Many of the former residenoes of

~x-migrant

were not built for human habitation. Now the ex~r

nigrant lives in apartments or flats whioh were oonstruoted and
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and built for this purpose. All eight houses have equipment and
furnishings which correspond to that in homes in the Vicinity.
All eight families, for example, have parlor sets which were
non-existent in the rural enclaves. In addition, it might be
he~pful

to note that three Category II ex-migrant families

purchased their furniture used. All eight: families owned
gas stoves, whioh could not be used in their former residences.
Besides, two families had such things as decorative lamps,
mirrors and piotures. Such use of deoorations and furniture
represent a significant difference from the equipment used in
the rural areas. It must be admitted, however, that changes in
the visible features of a place of residence do not necessarily
indioate a change in patterns of thought. Sorokin and
Zimmerman catalogue some differences that may occur in the
rural and urban families:
The ohief differences in the relationships of the
parents and children in the rural and urban families
consist, probably, first, that in the rural family
the influence of the parents over their children
and in the shaping of their personalities and
patterns of conduct and thinking is greater than
in the urban family: second, that the mental,
moral, and Booial similarity of their personalities
and patterns of thinking is greater than in the
urban family; third, that the ties between the
two generations and t •• unity and solidarity of
the two sene rations is more integral. Correspondingly,
the ooll1tnu1 ty of family culture - its language,
traditions, beliefs, and what not - are stronger
in the rural family than in ,....the urban • • •
..,~.
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In the rural family there is lese competition
with the sgfluence of other socia~ groups and
agencies.
Sorokin and Zimmerman go on to explain that the rural
family trains the child and offers him vocational guidance.

In the urban family, they indicate, agencies assume some of
the respnnsibilities ordinarily entrusted to the family in
the rural areas. 87 The different style of living in the
homes, as shown by the furnishing, etc., may also be an
indication of what happens to the ex-migrant family when it
moves to the city. Although Abbott has stated that the
area in our discussion is a slum area or tenement area, it
does represent a change from the rural area. 88
What accompanies the change from the rural area to
the city of Chicago? We shall examine the language used in
the home, for, as Woode saye, language 1s "one of the strongest bonds uniting a oultural group," a ,teign of recognition, If
a badge "of brOllllhGllhOOd.,,89

86Pitirim A. Sorok1n and Carle Zimmerman, Principles .2!
Rural-Urban Sociology (New Yor~1927), p. 365.
87Ibid., p. 366.
88 Abbott, p. 200.
89Sister Mary Frances Jerome Woods, Cultural Values of
American Ethnic Groups (New Yor~1956), p. ~5.
--
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Merrill and Eldredge state further:
Language allows the individual to partioipate
symbolioally in the life of the group, and
thereby aoquire the meanings and goals that
are oentral to its life. Without knowledge of
the language, the individual remains definitely
outside the meaningful existenoe of the
adopted sooiety. Its standards have no significanoe,
its goals have no relevanoe, and its values
have no importance for the individual if
he cannot §emmunioate with other members of
the group.
In spite of the move to the city, it Was disoovered that
seven of the eight families use Spanish as the ordinary
language ot oommunioation. One father reported that in his
family he made an effort to use English frequently. However,
he reported that in oonversations with his wife he ordinarily
used Spanish. Using the same orude oriteria whioh were used
in the previous ohapter, one man and one woman spoke no
English. Five men and four women were judged to be poor in
English. Two men and three women were able to oonverse in
English, and one of these three women spoke exoellent
English. Although the number is small, there appears to be
a greater faoility in the use of English among Oategory II
ex-migrants. Nevertheless, Spanish is the ordinary language

ot communioation in all but one of the homes. Apparently,

9°Franois E. Merrill and H. Wentworth Eldredge, CUlture
~.T 509 "

.w!9. Societl (New York. 1952)"
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The readirgmatter observed in Category II homes, with the
exoeption of text books was in Spanish. None of the adults
subsoribed to an English or Spanish newspaper. Two adults
reported that they oooasionally purohased a Spanish language
newspaper. In four of the eight homes, the oartoon novels
popular among Spanish-speaking people were observed. However,
three homes had English comic books present whioh upon
inquiry were reported to be from the school as part of a
oourse in literature.
The decorations, oalendars, and the like ind±Cated a
Spanish cultural background. In the area under disoussion,
many business enterprises use these means of advertising
to Spanish-speaking people.
The cultural origin of the ex-migrants was also apparent
in the food served at home. Eaoh of the homes. however,
manifested evidences of ordinary Anglo style food. It is
interesting to note that many of the looal stores sell frozen
and pre-cooked Spanish style foods. In a certain sense, food
which appeals to the Spanish-speaking is more readily available
in the oity than in the rural areas. However, six of the
eight women questioned told that they served food esti.o
Mexicano less frequently than they did in the rural areas.
None of the sohools attended by Spanish-speaking ohildren
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operated cafeterias. As a result, the children were not given
the opportunity of purchasing American style food each
day.
It was noted that some of the financial control of
Category I fathers was lost when the fathers deoided to remain
in the north. Complete control of finances was replaced by
a partial sharing of financial responsibility. In Category
II, the opportunity of tije sharing of financial responsibility
is not as great since only two Category II unmarried persons
work full time. These two girls are allowed to retain part
of the salary which they earn. All eight married adult women
report shopping in stores without their hUSbands present.
There are then conditions which tend to reduce paternal
authority in the family even more than in Category I families.
However, we cannot overlook the presence of other Spanishspeaking people in the area. These families may tend to
reinforce parental authority.
Thomas and Znanieoki made their famous study of the
Polish paasant. In their analysis of the Polish family they
made many trenohant observations with regard to the
families whioh they studied. In the seoond volume of their
study, they states
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There is, of oourse, a oertain reciprocal dependence
between the sooial organization and individual
life organization • • • But the nature of
this reciprooal influence in eaoh particular
case is a problem to be studied, not a dogma to
be aocepted i,lBdvance. These POi~t8 must be
kept in mind. ,';
Eaoh individual family demonstrates a differenoe in adjustment
to the urban surroundings and a differenoe in the acoeptance
of the influence of the ethnio community.
Another area of behavior to be oonsidered is the
religious participation of Category II ex-migrants. Again,
the relianoe is plaoed on externally manifested activities
without decision or conclusions anout the internal commitment
of the families interviewed. All Category II ex-migrants
are baptized Roman Catholios. Sixteen Category II children
were baptized in northern states, but two of these were
baptized in the canonically required time. As was noted
before, this is one month after birth. It was also learned
that Oategory II ex-migrant attaoh great signifioanoe to the
oustom of the oompadre, the godfather of the ohildren. It
was revealed that all family heads still sought a speoifio
person to aot as sponsor with the speoial relationship
established between the godparent and the family of the

91William I. Thomas and llPrian Znanieoki, The Polish
Peasant 19. Europe l!.!l! America' ('New York, 1927) f tr;-p. 1128.
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ohild.
Nine of the sixteen adults reported reoeption of the
saorament of confirmation. 92 Of the twenty-nine unmarried
Category II subjeots, seven received the sacrament of confirmation. When one views the ages more closely, he would find
twelve of the twenty-nine eligible to receive the saorament.
The three oldest unmarried Category II children reported
that the migratory way of life prevented instruotions for
the sacrament. 93
Of the sixteen married adults in Category II, two men and
one woman have never received formal instructions in the
religion in whioh they were baptized. Of the remaining thirteen
five received no further instruotion other than that required
to reoeive first Holy Communion. The ohildren reoeived more
instruotions in the Catholio faiths than the parents.
All parents aooording to ecclesiastioal law should have
been married in the presenoe of a Catholio priest. Four of
the Category II marriages, or one-half, took plaoe in this
manner. One of these four marriages is termed a revalidation,

92Confirmation among older Spanish-speaking people is not
neoessaBily a sign of further instruotion beoause of the
oustom of oonfirming infants.
93 In the Chioago arohdiooese, the bishop or one of his
auxiliary bi·shops customarily ~1.Si ts a parish every two or
three years to administer thSssora&lnt of confirmation. This
is preceded by a period of instruotion for the oonfirmands.
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that is, an eoolesiastical ceremony after a previously performed civil ceremony.94
The Easter Communion or Easter Duty may be lioitly
received by those married adults who have been married in a
religious ceremony. Therefore, eight of the sixteen Category II
adults could lioitly reoeive the ~aster Communion, Of the
eight married adults who were eligible, six reoeived the Easter
Communion during the year 1959.
Four of the sixteen adults reported they did not attend
ohuroh servioes. Six adults spoke of attendance on the major
holy days, including Christmas and New Yearts Day and some
few SUndays during the year. Six stated they attended Mass on
SUndays and holydays unless legitimately impeded. 95 Four
gategory II adults who do not now attend regularly reported
regular attendanoe when they lived in the Rio Grande Valley.
The use of medals, piotures, statues etc. in all homes
demonstrates some attachment to the nonessential yet visible
elements of the Catholic faith. 96

94This marriage took plaoe shortly before the study began.
95Legitimate excuses include illness, distance, grave
inconvenience.
96 In 1960, plans were inaugurated to assist migrant workers in religious practioes and servioes by travelling priests
and by oooperation between olerg~en in the Rio Grande Valley
and other parts of the United,s:t"dtes.
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None of the adult males belongs to the Caballeros de San
Juan. This noteworthy organization, however, attracts more
Puerto Ricans than Mexicans or MexiCan-Americans. 97 It
should be noted that one of the two brothers did belong to the
Holy Name Society of the parish in which he lived. The other
brother occasionally received Oommunion with the society,
but never attended meetings. In 1958, the parish inaugurated
a fund drive. Both brothers assisted in the drive by visiting
Spanish-speaking people. The brother who was aotive in the
Holy Name Sooiety; was also aotive in the oommunity organization
in his neighborhood. This partioipation will be disoussed in
a more approp,iate part of the ohapter. One would be led to
oonolude that the majority of the Category II ex-migrants
failed to partioipate in voluntary assooiations with their
local religious center. Nevertheless, the participation of
one ex-migrant waS better than participation manifested by
Category I ex-migrants.
There is a differenoe between religious partioipation of
Category II adults and Category II Children of sohool age.
This may be interpreted as an indioation of assimilation.

97The exeoutive direotor of the Cardinal's Committee
told the writer in 1959 that the organisation attempts to
help the Spanish-speaking immiar~t to Chioago. The personnel
directed their efforts to the newly arriving Puerto Rican. He
also stated it was difficult to unite Puerto Ricans and Mexioans
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However, the efforts expended in the rural areas together with
the proximity of church servioes, schools, instructions and
the like would aid this increased participation. Of the eighteen
unmarried Category II ex-migrant who oould be expected to
attend services, ten report regular attendance. 98 Eleven have
received their first Holy Communion, but of these eleven, seven
received their first Holy Communion as part of the summer
school program desoribed in detail in the previous chapter.
It should be pOinted out that there are no cars or busses which
bring children to churoh servioes. These are not needed beoause
the churohes are so olose to the homes of the ex-migrant
children. !he ten ohildren who attend
Easter duty in 1959. 99
There

~.

regu~arly

made their

another aspect of religious partioipation which

should be further explored. In Chioago, there is an arrangement
known as the released-time program. With parental permission,
a child may be dismissed from publio sohool classes on Wednesday afternoons to attend religious instruotions. Fifteen
children of Category II have reoeived permission from their

98There are twenty-nine unmarried Category II subjects.
99Proximity to faoilities may explain the fulfilling of
the obligation.
lOOThe released-time program exerts a pressure on Catgolic
children to att"end" The parents, cr:t.-catholio children are
visited if the ohildren fail to appear at the classes. It
has regularized attendanoe at religious instructions.
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parents to attend religious instruotions. Two of these fifteen
ohildren never attend religious servioes. In general, however,
the partioipation in religious servioes on the part of
children exceeds that of parents and that of children in
Category I.
Another area for discussion is the eduoational attainments
of children and adults. Of the eight married adult males in
Category II, one spent only a few weeks in school. Four reported
completing the aeoond grade. Another completed the third grade.
The seventh informant reaohed the seventh grade. T~e last
informant believed he reaohed the fourth or fifth grade, but
was unable to reoall the exaot grade aocurately. All eight
subjects also reported missing sohool for lengthy

p(~riods

during the planting and harvesting seasons. In this last
faot, the eduoational experienoes of Category II adult males
are similar to those of Category I.
All eight adult females of this Category attended sohool.
One woman gradUated from grammar school, followed by some
type of vooational training in high sohool. Three women
completed the second grade, while two more finished the third
grade. The last Category II married female ended her education
in the sixth grade. Each woman told of absences from sollo01
for migratory labor.
w~

,..

These married adults have 'several opportunities of resum-
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ing education if they so desire. In addition to Chicago Board
of Education programs in high schools, there are citizenship
and English classes in the area where the ex-migrants reside.
Both Howell Houae and Hull House, two settlement houses,
provide courses in reading and writing English. One adult
male attends a weekly course in English at one of the two
settlement houses.
It can be seen that the educational attainments of the
Category II ex-migrants are low. It can also be seen that
one of the married adults partioipates in any type of adult
education program. This low level of education can easily
be oontrasted with the educational patterns of ex-migrant
children. It i8 difficult to say whether or not there is an
increased awareness of the necessity of education or whether
the children attend because

o~compu+sory

eduoation laws or

the example of surrounding ohi4dren. Whatever reasons may be
assigned, the inoreased level of education over that of the
parents can be measured.
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fABLE VII
GRADES Aff:INDED :BY
SCHOOL AGE CHILDRIN, 6 - 15
OATEGORY II

PRE~

Grade

Male

Female

1

0

1

2

2

0

.3

1

1

4

2

1

5

0

0

6

1

1

7

1

2

8

1

0

9

1

0

10

0

1

0

1

9

8

Not attend.1nsa
fotal

sA nine year old girl 18 not attending school because she 18
mentally retarded.
,

...,~

"..
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All children reqaired to attend sohool are enrolled and
attend regularly. The mentally retarded girl has not been given
the opportunity of gOing to a speoial school. 10l The pupils
in Category II are enrolled at five sohools, three of these
publio grammar schools and one public high sohool, and one
being a paroohial grammar sohool. The smallest of the public
sohools has )80 pupils with a third of these students with
Spanish surnames. In this school, 20 per cent of the eighth
grade children have Spanish surnames, while 63 per cent of
the first grade ohildren have Spanish surnames. Ar..other
public school with an enrollment of 731 has a student body
with 46 per oent bearing Spanish surnames. The prinoipal of
the third public sohool states that 40 per oent of her
students have Spanish surnames. The parochial school, however,
had a Spanish surname student body with 65 per cent of its
students bearing Spanish surnames. The writer uses the term
"Spanish surnames" to indicate the inclusion of Puerto Ricans,
CUbans, and Mexlo&na. 102 The enrollment figures from the
high school were unavailable, but one teaoher believed that

lOlThe child did reoeive some religious instruction and was
prepared for her first Holy Oommunion.
l02The paroohial sohool described here is the territorial
school in the area. Other parochial schools are attached to
so-called national parishes., .... i4
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The prinoipals of the publio sohools told of a notioeable
inorease in the number of Spanish-speaking ohildren

i~

the

past five years. In the paroohial sohool, eleven ohildren
enrolled in a ten week period in the seoond semester of the
1958-1959 sohool year. Ten of these eleven ohildren were
Spanish-speaking. To meet the ohallenge of new arrivals to
the area, both paroohial and publio sohools have established
remedial reading programs. The paroohial sohool partioipates in
a Catholio Charities SUmmer Program whioh is not to be oonfused
with the eYO summer program. 103
The influx of Spanish-speaking ohildren into the area
of Category II ex-migrants makes it diffioult to judge
aohievement. To state that ohildren are above average or
below average may not be signifioant beoause the pre.enoe of
large numbers of spanish-speaking ohildren may lower the
~lass

reading aohievement levels. In a February 1960 interview

with the assistant superintendent of the Aroh'iooesan Sohool
Board, it was disoovered that there is no offioial rating
of sohools on a soale. However, he did pOint out that the
reading aohievement levels for the various grades in the

l03The eYO summer program is ohiefly a reoreational
program instituted by the Most Reverend Bernard J. Shiel,
Auxiliary Bishop of the Arohlioo§~, of Chioago.
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paroohial sohool were among the lowest in the system. He also
pointed out that remedial reading programs are established in
areas of greatest need. There were three suoh programs in
operation in the summer of 1959 in the area desoribed in
this ohapter.
Another influenoe affeoting the ohildren in their
knowledge of English is the tutorial system inaugurated in
the paroohial sohool. High sohool students spend time eaoh
day assisting the Spanish-speakingohildren to learn English.
Therefore. when teaohers of category II ex-migrant ohildren
state that eleven of sixteen students matoh the aohievement
of the class it must be understood in the proper frame of
referenoe. It oould be more signifioant to point out that in
1957, seven Oategory II ohildren attended some type of summer
educational program. In 1958, nine attended. This type of
participation indioates a need for the program and a willingness to participate in it.
The writer deliberately tried to listen to the ex-migrant
children during their lunoh hour at the Oatholio paroohial
sohool. Observations of these ohildren at lunoh time and
also during reoreation periods indioated that English is the
ordinary laaguage of oommunioation among the ohildren
in the paroohial sohool.
Teaohers and prinoipals deolared that the ex-migrant
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children do not present a serious disciplinary problem. The
attendance records also indicated no significant difference
between the days absent of ex-migrant children and other
children in the class. In the parochial school, for example,
Category II children averaged 8.5 half days absent for the
second semester of 1958-1959, while the school average was

9.5.
In the rural setting, extracurricular activities were
sometimes difficult for Category I subjects because of distance
from school. The subjects in Category II were able to participate in school activities with greater facility. Four Oategory
II ex-migrants jOined the scouting programs in the different
schools. Seven girls partiCipated in the various levels and
branches of girl scouting actiVities. The number of girls
participating in such activities seemed unusually high, and
it was found that an adult committee had just oompleted a
campaign to inorease membership.
None of the public grammar sohools partioipated in an
intersoholastio sports program. The paroohial sohool sponsored
a softball team and one Category II ex-migrant boy played on
the team. The

oppo~tunitie8

for team oompetition in the publio

8chools oonsidered in this ohapter are net as great as those
discussed in the previou8 ohapter.
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The increased educational levels of the children when
compared with those of the parents seem evident. It is also
apparent that some Oategory II ex-migrant children shared ib
extracurricular aotivities. Four boys and seven girls were
involved in soouting programs. The percentage of young
children sharing in this type of program is higher than
those of Category I. However. Category II ohildren did not
have to seoure trabsportation home. The sohool then exerts
some assimilating foroe on the Category II ex-migrants.
Another area of behavior oonsidered in the previous
ohapter is the area of employment. In Category II, eight
married male adults are regularly employed. Three married women
and two unmarried 8irls are employed full time. None of the
full time employees, male or female, work in an oooupation
even remotely oonneoted with agriculture. One Category II
unmarried male has a part time job in a retail store.
The oooupations of Category II ex-migrant married adults
display great variety. One adult male drives a delivery
truok for a furniture store. Another is a janitor in an office
building. A third has found employment as a oar washer for
a railroad. The five remaining men have found employment in
faotories, four operating machines and one acting as a
maohinist's helper.
~r

Two of the married women work in faotories, one on a
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box making maohine, and the other on a maohine in a oandy
faotory. The third married women olerks in an 18th Street
cleaning establishment. One twenty-two year old girl works in
an electronio parts factory. An eighteen year old unmarried girl
works as a olerk in a variety store.
It

wou~

appear that the earning power of Category II

ex-migrants is better than that among Category I ex-migrants.
Th~

mean hourly wage of the adult male in this Category I is

$1.63. The highest wage paid is 12.35 an hour and the lowest
11.25 an hour. In the Oategory II adult married males, the
wages range from 11.40 an hour to 82.65 an hour. The mean
hourly wage earned by oategory II ex-migrants is 11.815 an
hour. The pay for women is slightly above that earned by
Category I ex-migrant women. The factory workers receive

•• 9~ an hour as the mean hourly wage. The retail store clerk
receives 1 .80 an hour, while the factory workers are paid
$1.00 an hour.
It should be noted that the ex-migrants in this Category
have worked steadily sinoe their entrance into the city. Only
one of the aault males has changed jobs sinoe his arrival.
However, none of the men or women partioipate in any oompanysponsored sooial programs. As far as oould be determined from
interviews with employers, three of the oompanies have bowling
teams. None of the ex-migrant

~ea~.telong

to them. Two of the
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men belong to labor unions but do not attendmmeetings. Another
man belongs to a oompany sponsored welfare group whioh has an
annual outing. The member of this groupddid not attend. It
would seem that the pattern of non-partioipation in oompanysponsored programs repeats the experienoe of Category I
ex-migrants.
The Category II ex-migrant earns more money from his
present job, far removed from agrioulture. His oosts of
living, however, are higher. More will be said on this
pOint in the ohapter on interoategory comparisons.
Another facet of ex-migrant life in the oity is the
pattern of social and reoreational aotivities. The adult
,.._...married oouples report an absence of social exchange with

Anglo neighbors. However, the man who belongs to the Pilsen
Neighbors has attended various affairs with his wife and
children. There are many more Spanish-speaking people in
the area than in the rural enclaves. When questioned, all
eight families shared in recreational activities established
for the Spanish-speaking population, For examp1e, all eight
families told of adult attendance at dances sponsored by and
for the Spanish-speaking people. No Oategory II ex-migrant
has joined any sooial organisation for the Spanish-speaking
people.
In the vioinity of 18th StrTet, there are many taverns
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with Spanish names. When asked about these oenters of
entertainment and meeting, three adult men told of entering
them at least onoe a month. In general, the adults attend
reoreational affairs sponsored by or for the Spanish-speaking.
The two unmarried Spanish-speaking girls out of sohool
told of dating. Neither of them has ever dated an Anglo.
The ohief oenter of reoreation for these younger people is
the dance for Spanish-speaking oitizens of Chioago.
Another element of the reoreational picture must be
introduced here. It is relevant to note that the looal
reoreation park had an extensive Little League. In 1958,
three Category II boys played in this league. In 1959,
three partioipated in the Little League and another played
in the Pony League for older boys. It is obvious that the
rural.cex~grant

~he

did not have such a program readily available.

chief form of summer recreat10n for Oategory II

ex-migra.nts is aw1mm1ng;for the children at the park pool
have the opportunity of doing so often, as long as the weather
permits. One family has relUctantly allowed its ohildren to
go to the park pool, but the other families aooept 1t as a
valuable souroe of recreation for the children. During the
summer months the children use this pool at least twioe a
possible for category
II children to use
week, It is also
.
...
sohool yards, parks, vacant lots for general recreation and
....<~
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games. A local movie theater is located in the southern
part of the area discussed in this chapter of the thesis. Two
grammar school children told of monthly attendanoe at the
movie house. Other ohildren report muoh more irregular
treats to a movie. It is interesting and signifioant to note
that the ohildren have not reported attendance at a Spanish
movie theater whioh is located nearby. Adults in this
mategory do not attend movies regulatli, that is, more than
once every four months or six months. Only two adults
reported attending the Spanish films within eix months prior
to the interview.
The availability of facilities has introduced a difference
in recreation patterns between those of Category I and
Category II children. The availability of such faoilities
also brings Category II children into contact with Anglo
children outside of sohool. A question may legitimately be
raised about delinquenoy or social disorganization among
ex-migrant ohildren, since the part of the city under discussio
in this chapter has a high orime rate. A lieutenant and
a juvenile officer informed the writer that the area falls
under the jurisdiction of the Maxwell Street Police District.
These two officers in November of 1959 cited official police
records whioh indicated the d1s;rict was second in the
city in reported auto thefts, second in aots of vandalism
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reported to the police and third in reported burglary. The
juvenile officer stated he handled as many cases in 1958
and 1959 as any other juvenile officer in Chicago. An
official of the CYO informed the researoher that the Big
Brothers. a form of assistance to juvenile offenders, has
one of its most aotive programs in the area. However, none
of the Category II ex-migrants were reported to the police
for any reason. Sutherland and Cressey believe that a rise
in the delinquenoy rate in newoomers to an area will not
appear in less than five years.104 They suggest that
delinquenoy rates should be examined at some period of time
after entranoe into the Oity.105 The ex-migrants did not
complete five years in the city at the time of the study.
Another aspect of ex-migrant behavior is their
participation in political eleotions. It will be remembered
that no Category I ex-migrant registered for voting.
Four Category II ex-migrants were registered, although only on
one had voted in an election prior to the preSidential
election of 1960. The Pilsen Neighbors, a community organization, attempted to register all eligible citizensin the
*

-- -. -..

104Edwin H. Sutherland and Donald R. Cressey, Prinoiples
9l. Cpt!~A9\MiY 5th ed., (Chioag~ 1955), p. 161.
Jlli.q pp. 138-150.
"",~ r
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area it served, inoluding Negroes and Spanish-speaking adults.
The president of this organization reported his influenoe on
one Category II ex-migrant, who in turn influenoed the other
three to register for voting. This is the same ex-migrant
who partioipated in ohuroh aotivities by membership in the
Holy Name Sooiety and also by membership in the Pilsen
Neighbors. 106 .
V~rious areas of behavior of Category II ex-migrants have

been disoussed in this chapter. Although oomparisons will be
made in a suooeeding chapter, it will be helpful to point out
some of the differenoes between Category I and Category II
ex-migrants. Category II residents have improved housing
and furnishings. The Spanish language is preferred but one
family does use English regularly. The ohildren attend sohool
and speoial remedial programs are made available to ohildren
for better reading ability. Like Oategory I ohildren, those
of Category II will surpass the eduoational attainments of
their parents.
There are also evidenoes of inoreased religious praotioe,
espeoially among the children. The condition of the urban

106No Category I ex-migrant joined any oommunity
organization or neighborhood improvement association.
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families in eoonomio matters has improved so muoh so that
two families are home owners. However, the percentage of
married women working is higher for Categoryn than for
Category I.
Sooial life for the young adults and married persons
inoludes the dances for the Spanish-speaking. The grammar
sohool children have acoess to many more recreational
faoilities than their Category I counterparts, Use of
these facilities introduces children to Anglo children and
their customs.
Mor." Category II ex-migrants are registered to vote
'"

in elections when oompared with Category I. At the time of

"

the study only one had voted in an election.
After turning our attention to Category III ex-migrants
we will make more specific comparisons among the three
oategories of ex-migrants.

CHAPTER IV
CATEGORY III: THE SEPARATED EX-MIGRANT
At the beginning of this study, Broom and Shevky were
cited. They anticipated the isolation of Spanish-speaking in
atomistic enclaves, the existence of Spanish-speaking people
in integrated ethnic communities, and a reduction in the
isolation of the Mexican-American population and its eventual
incorporation into the larger society with a progressive
liquidation of ethnio enclaves. 107 We have studied the first
two categories of ex-migrants, those who have remained in
the

en~av.s

in rural areas, those who have entered the city

of Chicago; we now turn our attention to the third category of
ex-m1~rant8,

those who have separated themselves in the area

of their residence from other Spanish-speaking people. We
are studying here those who left their rural surroundings
not for the city of Chioago but for a dwelling place in the
larger Anglo community.
The study of these separated ex-migrants of Category III

l07Broom and Shevky, p. 158.
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1s the most d1fficult of all three categor1es. The Category
III ex-m1grants are scattered over a much wider area, but they
are also more diff1cult to located. lOa Nevertheless, a study
of this category must be extremely valuable. The patterns
of behavior of th1s Category III may man1fest the h1ghest
level of assimilation or the lowest level of marginality.
Before beginning the study of Vategory III, some
general observations are necessary to understand the background of Category III ex-migrants. In many Cook and De Kalb
County towns and villages, there are found homes built
a half oentury ago or more. When oompared with modern home
subdivisions, these older homes can sometimes be lower in
"standards of comtlsrt and cleanliness than the recently
construoted houses. Numbers of these substandard housing
can be seen in ani

the areas of Bensenv1lle, Wooddale,
Sch1ller Park, Roselle, and Arlington Heights. 109 In addition,
~around

there are older homes originally oonstructed outside village
limits, but now on terr1tory inoorporated 1nto expanding
suburban villages. These older homes may rent at less cost

lOaThe writer was unable to find several families who
could have been included in the universe from which this
sample was taken.
l09 In September of 1960, fQr example, two homes were
condemned and burned within,tli-ervillage limits of Arlington
Heights, Illinois. Ex-migrants formerly l1ved there.
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than more modern residences. Dotting the northwest suburbs are
farms now engulfed by subdivisions and newly built industrial
plants. Many farm houses still standing are rented by Spanishspeaking people. For example, on a two mile stretch of
River Road, no fewer than five farm houses were rented by
ex-migrant families during the summer of 1961. Of course,
not all of these families were inoluded in the universe
from whioh the samples of this thesis were taken.
In other areas of Cook and Lake Counties and in the
northern part of DuPage County, there are olusters of homes
in unioorporated areas. Zoning laws are usually less striot
than those operative in inoorporated towns and villages.
Into these homes, old and new, in uninoorporated areas, some
ex-migrant families have moved.
TheI'efore, we have disoussed three different type s of
residences where ex-migrants may live, older homes in
incorporated areas, newer homes in uninoorporated areas, and
farm houses not now oocupied by farmers or owners. category
III ex-migrants who have separated themselves from immediate
and close contaot with other ex-migrant families have moved
into one of these three types of ~~~ances.110

110There can be found other families not eligible for
inolusion in this study beoause bIrplace of origin, or length
of time in the north.
.
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Fifteen families were found fulfilling the requirements
or inclusion in this study. Ten of these families were
elected at random in the manner previously described. These
en families are the members of Oategory III. The same
roblems, interviews, and questions were raised with the memers of Oategory III as with Oategory I and Oategory II exigrants.
The first questions raised with Category III ex-migrants
nvolved their reasons for departure from the isolated
nclaves which they formfrly inhabited and their reasons for
oving away from close and immediate contact with other
~aniSh-speaking

people. Answers to these questions may offer

ome clues to a degree of assimilation or marginality.
In response to the initial question, all ten category
II parents told of the poor housing which they formerly
sed. However, two families were forced to move because of
ollway construction and three other families had to move
ecause of subdivision construction. All ten families have
embers who tell of poor housing, and of these ten, five
amilies were forced to move because their homes were torn
own. In the reports of the Category III ex-migrant adults
e can see similarities to those of Category II ex-migrants.
The second question or seoond part of the question may
e asked in several ways. Was there a deliberate attempt to
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lose identification with the Spanish-speaking people? Was
there an attempt to secure greater identification with the
Anglo majority? Was there merely a utilitarian purpose in
finding better housing? All married adults were questioned
about their desire to identify themselves with the Anglo
majority. None of'the adults affirmed this as a reason tor
moving. Seven adults strongly denied this. This answer seems
.confirmed by the social and reoreational patterns of the
adults whioh will be disoussed later in the ohapter.
~ategory

III adults plaoed greatest emphasis on the

need for better housing. The opportunity of securing better
housing seems to have pro~pted the separation of Category III
ex-migrants from other Spanish-speaking groups in the
Chicago metropolitan area. Four adults told of a laok of
desire to enter the city of

Chicago~

Apparently. the need for

better housing prompted Category III ex-migrants to look in
the rural-suburban areas and they did not enter Chicago.
Since oomparisons were made between the past and
present dwelling plaoes of Category II ex-migrants, it would
be profitable to do the same for Category III ex-migrant families.
Two families inhabited the largest rural enclave described
in some detail in the last ohapter. One ot these families
purchased a small four room

h~~

in an unincorporated area.

The house was not new, nor was it completely finished. The
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previous owners lived in the house, working on it when possible.
The second family left a shed to rent four rooms in DeKalb
County in an old home within village limits.
A cluster of tar paper shacks formerly housed ex-migrants
on the east side of Wheeling township_ Two of the families
left these shacks for different housing. One purchased a fifty
year old home on contract. It was formerly a farm house and
is located in Palatine township_ The other family rented a
former farm home in Elk Grove township.
One Category III ex-migrant family lived in a long low
storage building, since destroyed for a rising subdivision.
This family moved to a partially completed home in an
unincorporated are near Des Plaines. The head of the family
pointed with pride to the improvements made after purchaSing
the home on contract.
A fifth family rents six rooms in a two storey frame
house in a town after leaving a QQonset hut in Wheeling township ••
Another family left a small, dilapidated trailer to enter a
rented white stucco house.
The seventh family moved from a contractor's hut to rent
four rooms in a residence desoribed as eighty years old. The
eighth family rents three rooms on the seoond floor of a former
farm home. This eighth family left a barn to move to this place
of residenoe. The ninth family also left a barn to rent a
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a small, shabby farm home. The building has cracked walls
and needs paint and repairs, but it represents an improvement
over the barn. The last

~ategory

III family left a trailer

for a white frame house located behind a nursery.
It should be noted that all homes have indoor plumbing
and electricity. Eight of the homes are heated by oil
furnaces and two are beated by oil stoves. Three bomes use
bottled gas for cooking purposes. Oategory III ex-migrants
have improved facilities over their former places of residence.
None of the previous homes of Oategory III ex-migrants had
indoor plumbing. It should also be noted that four Oategory
III ex-migrants and their families have inaugurated purchase
of homes on contract.
Although the buildings represent a substantial improvement
over previous places of residence, several of the buildings
need repairs. For example, one farm house is sagging to one
side. One of the entrance stairs to another farm house needs
to be replaoed. On the other hand, it is judged that these
homes oompare with the other homes in the immediate vioinity.
It was found that improvement in living facilities also
meant improvement in home furnishings. Without entering great
detail, it seems suffioient to state that the furnishings
were not present in the former homes of the ex-migrants.
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TABLE VIII
AGE TO NEAREST BIRTHDAY OF a
OATEGORY III MARRIED ADUL!S

Age

Male

Female

30-34

1

3

35-39

5

3

40-44

2

2

45-49

1

2

50-54

1

o

Total

10

10

aAge to nearest birthday at time of interview.
The exact mean age of the married adult males in this
Category is 40.3. The exact mean age of married adult females
in this Category is 37.6
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TABLE IX

AGE TO NEAREST BIRTHDAY OF
CATEGORY III U1lMARRIED EX-MIGRANTSa

Age

Male

0-4

3

5-9

4

4

10-14

Female

1

!,

3

,
!

5

I
\

15-19
20-24
Total

1

I

2

4

2

0

r
15

~

I

13

aAge to nearest birthday at time of interview.
Oategory III ex-migrant families averaged 2.8 ohildren still
at home with the parents. Four ohildren are married and have
no further appearanoe in this study. Of the twenty-eight ohildren
four Single men and two single women are regularly employed outside the home. Seven boys and ten girls are in school. Although
comparisons will be made in the following chapter, it may be
helpful to recall that

Catego~y ~

.-families averaged 3.5

Ohildren still at home, while Category II families averaged 2.9
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children still living at home with parents. Information for
this chapter was obtained by the writer by personal interview
and observation.
Category III ex-migrants are undergoing pressures to
change their patterns of living. Similar pressures were also
noted for Category I and Category II ex-migrants. These pressures
are intensified for Category III families since there is no
daily nor immediate contact with other Spanish-speaking families.
Even though visits are exchanged between families, there
is no ordinary, daily oontaot in the routine of daily life.
The firet signifioant indications of a greater level of
assimilation are disoovered in the use of English at home.
!hree Category III ex-migrant families report English as the
ordinary language of communication in the family cirole. The
~emaining

seven families, however, still use Spanish at home.

~sing

the technique outlined in the previous chapters, it was

~ound

that one adult married ex-migrant spoke no English, three

~oorlYt

~t

and six adequately among the males. Among the women,

was found that one spoke no English; four spoke English

~oorly

and five adequately. Although comparisons will be made,

it may help to reoall fpur Category I adult males and six
women spoke no English. One man and one woman spoke no English
as members of Category II.
Because a move has been

ma~~'~nto

an Anglo community, the
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researcher might anticipate greater use of English reading
materials such as books, newspapers, and magazines. From the
observation of the writer, this antioipation is not borne out
in practice. None of the families subscribes to an English
language newspaper, although Spanish newspapers were seen in
three Category III homes. In three homes, the popular Spanish
novels could be seen.
The children of Category III parents speak Spanish.
However, it would be worthwhile to comment briefly on the
unique circumstances of Category III ex-migrants when oompared
with the subjects of the other two oategories. For the
Category III ex-m1grant children, there are no Spanish-speaking
ohildren in the immediate vioinity of their homes. Upon
questioning, it was found that the fathers of the families had
no objection to the association of their children with the
Anglo children in the vioinity. It should be pointed out that
two Category III fathers believed their children were not
aocepted by some of the families surrounding them. Therefore
the children were suscepted to a lessening of the Spanish
cultural influence by the constant use of English.
There were other instances of a lessening of Spanish
oultural traits. Spanish style foods were virtually unavailable
to Category III subjeots in their homes or in the immediate
vioinity of their homes. They were not visited by the peddlars
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nor did the stores nearby carry foods appealing to Spanishspeaking people. Two women reported daily making of tortillas
but the rest were satisfied with purohased bread. All

t~n

families reported a greater use of what might be termed Anglo
style food in the homes.
Calendars, piotures, statues, and deco.ations similar to
those used by other subjeots were found in Category III homes.
It was the observer's general impression that the number of
suoh statues, piotures, and the like were less in evidenoe than
in the homes of the other subjeots of other oategories. If this
observation is oorreot, then the lessening of the use of
materials popular among Spanish-speaking people has declined.
Another important area disoussed in previous chapters
i8 the finanoial control of family funda. While the families
worked as migrant workers, the father of the family reoeived
the wages for the entire group. Jour unmarried adult males
work full time. !hese are allowed control over their salaries
as long as they contribute an amount each week to family
expenses.

~he

two unmarried girls who work full time are also

allowed this re,ponsibility. fhe four male workers own cars
and assume financial responsibility for these vehioles.
It is also evident that the father leaves the family
eaoh day for a place of employment. In this matter there
...., 4

"."

is no differenoe among the categories, but this does represent
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a difference from the days of migratory labor.
All Category III ex-migrants were baptized as Roman
Catholics in infancy. However, nine of the children of this
category were baptized outside the state of Texas. It was
discovered that one of these children was baptized within the
canonically

acoep~able

time of one month. The parents of

Category III assured the interviewer of their adherence to
the custom of the oomRadre and its speoial singificance for
Spanish-speaking people. In the observanoe of this custom, there
seems to be no Significant differenoe among the subjeots of
the three oategories.
Eight of the twenty adults reported the reception of the
sacrament of oonfirmation. Of the twenty-eight unmarried
Category III ex-migrants, nine have reoeived the sacrament of
oonfirmat1on. The unmarried adults who work told of experiencing diffioulty in securing re11gious instruction. In this
aspeot of their lives, there seems to be little difference
among the subjeots of the three oategories.
There are twenty married adults in Category III. One man
and two women report no formal instruotion in the religion
of their baptism. Three of the parishes in which Category III
ex-migrants live offer class instructions in the teachings of
the Catholio Churoh. None of the r-Category III adults availed
. . . . .4

themselves of additional instruotion. One person did write for
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a free Spanish catechism offerred on a radio broadcast.
Of

the

~en

marriages in category III, six have taken

place with the ceremonies of the Roman Catholic Church. A civil
ceremony preceded the

~e1tgious

ceremony in three of the

six ca8es. As was previously explained, the religious ceremony
is necessary for acceptance
Catholic Church

8S

a8

a praoticing member of the

well as eligibility for the reception of

the Easter Communion whioh is one basic test for adherence
to the Catholic faith. Of the twelve eligible, three men and
four women reoeived the Easter Communion in 1959.
Eleven unmarried category III ex-migrants have received
their first Holy Oommunion. Of these eleven, eight received
the Easter Communion in 1959. Category III ex-migrants are
not aided by the special programs helping the Category I
ex-migrants or the proximity of Spanish-speaking priests or
the availability of services for Category II ex-migrants. It
would seem then that religious praotice has been more in
evidence among Oategory III ex-migrants than in the other
categories,
The twenty married adults of Oategory III do not manifest
as great a participation in religious services as do the children, Of the twenty married adults, two men and two women
report regular attendance at Mass on SUndays unless impeded by
"4~

r-

a serious reason. Three men and'four women never attend
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religious services. Five men and four women report irregular
attendanoe, that is, attendance on the major holydays and
on several Sundays during the year.
There are nineteen unmarried Oategory III ex-migrants who
oan legitimately be expected to attend servioes on Sunday. Not
all of them have made thair first Holy Oommunion. Nine of
~hese

attend services regularly, three not at all, and four

irregularly, aocording to the definition given above.
None of the ohildren or adults belonged to any religious
organization such as the Holy Name Society, Knights of
Oolumbus, 9!balleros!!..!!a Juan. Each family, however, oalled
itself Oatholio. lll Category III ex-migrants seemed to reflect
similar religious patterns of behavior as those shown by
Category I and Category II ex-migrants.
Formal education of Category III ex-migrants was limited
as it Was for members of the other two oategories. Three men
spent three years in sohool, and one reoeived no formal
eduoation at 811. 112 Two adult males report three years in

11l0ne pastor informed the writer that the rapid expansion
of suburban pariahe s after World War II made it diffioul t to
8:' nd~, time seeking the Spanish-speaking out.
ll~he man without formal eduoation stated he was not
allowed to attend sohool because he was "Mexioan. 1t The exeoutive seoretary of the National Conference for the Spanishspeaking told the writer tha~ ~~ome Rio Grande Valley Counties
Spamish-speaking children were 'not allowed to attend sohool.
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school, and two others told of completing the fourth grade
and the fifth grade respectively. One adult male graduated
from a Catholic parochial school in the Rio Grande Valley. The
last adult male completed a second grade and part of the
third. Category I adult males averaged 2.33 years of formal
education, Vategory II, 3.65 and Category III, 3.1. There
seems to be little difference between the eduoationaL
patterns of the migrants in Category II and Category III.
In all three categories, the married women averaged
less education than the men in the same group. Two Category
III women reported no formal education, and told of oompleting the fourth grade. One woman finished the fifth grade
and attended school for short periods thereafter, but she
never completed the sixth grade. Another woman ended her
formal education in the fifth grade, and another terminated
her educational career following the seventh grade. Category
I women averaged 2.86 years in sohool, Category II, 3.5
and Category III, 3.0 years completed in school. The school
experience for members of all three oategories waS interrupted
by summer migration whioh lasted into the harvest season and
the fall months as well as spring planting migration.
None of the Oategory III ex-migrant adults avail themselves of any adult education program offered to them. There
.... ,..sre adult education programs'offered in six high schools.
,~
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or Bensenville

progl~ams

sponsored by private groups. Two men

did attend a series of disoussions on unions held in West
Chicago, Illinois. The men attended three times and stopped.
Category III children demonstrate an entirely different pattern
in formal eduoation since they are enrolled in sohool and
attend regUlarly.
TABLE X

PRBSENT GRADES ATTENDED BY

SCH00LKGE "CHILDREN,"

6~i5-~CATEGORY I I I

Grade

Male

Female

1

1

1

2

1

1

3

o

1

4-

1

o

5

1

1

6

o

2

7

1

o

8

2

1

9

o

3

Total

7

10
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All Category III children required by state law to attend
sohool are currently enrolled in five public and one parochial
schools. None of the Category III children over the age of
sixteen has remained in sohool. Seoondary eduoation for Category II1"ex-migrants has not led to graduation,l13
In the previous chapters, some effort was made to disouss
oomparative aohievement between Anglos and Spanish-speaking
students. The Spanish-speaking children of Category III find
themselves in schools where the number of Spanish-speaking
ohildren is very small. In the paroohial school, for example,
four Spanish-speakin& ohildren are found in a total enrollment
of 1246. Three of these are Category III children. The
principal of the paroohial sohool stated that the ohildren are
below average in aohievement for this grade. However, she
insisted that the ohildren were not the poorest in their
01a88e8. One of' the ex-migrant children repeated a grade in the
paroohial sohool, and the prinoipal felt there was notable
improvement. She believed that speoial help during the summer
would bring him to the average aohievement level for his olass.

l13Sanohez, p. 14-5. Sanohez oites the lack of seoondary
eduoation for Spanish-speaking ohildren. In disoussions with
other students of the problems of the Spanish-speaking the
writer found diffioulties in high sohool for Spanish-speaking
students in cities as widely soattered as Denver, Colorado,
Stookton, California, and PawPa~~rM1chigan.
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The principals of the public schools were concerned with
the low reading levels found among ex-migrant children. The
distribution of ex-migrant children in the public schools
showed only a few Spanish-speaking children in each school.
School A had one Category III child, with three Spanish-speaking
children out of an enrollment of 897. School B had two Category
III children with no other Spanish-speaking children out of a
total enrollment of 416. School C had three Category III
children and a total of six Spanish-speaking children out of a
total enrollment of 718. School D enrolled two Category III
children, with another Spanish-speaking child, a CUban, enrolled
in a total enrollment of 1117. Sohool E enrolled six ex-migrant
children with nine Spanish-speaking children out of a total
enrollment of 675. To assist the ohildren in their reading
achievement, the prinoipals of two schools inaugurated
remedial reading programs for them. Three teaohers attempted
to aid the children by after-hours sessions. Two teachers
engaged older students to help the ex-migrant children during
lunch periods. One teacher asked a retired teacher to tutor
the ex-migrant children in her care. In the schools attended
by Category III children, special attention is given to
language. With this special help, it may be hoped that
achievement levels for Category III ex-migrants may be
signifioantly above those of the other two oategories in the
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future. At the present time it is difficult to compare the
achievement of the students in the three categories because
of the differences involved.
The Category III children maintain a satisfactory attendance record at sohool. In the seoond semester of 1958-1959
sohool year, Category III children averaged 8.9 days absent.
This was .2 day higher than the non-ex-migrant pupils.
Category III ohildren also joined in various extraourricular
activites assooiated with the school setting. One of the
public schools was the oenter for an active scouting program.
Two Category III ex-migrant boys partiCipated in the programs
and projects of this group_ In other sohools, three ex-migrant
girls joined a soouting program also. In this Category III,
one of the mo'Wlal'8 took her regular turn as hostess for
the group. This is in sharp contrast to the Category I experience.
Two of the three Category III ex-migrant boys who are
in the sixth and the eighth grade partioipate in athletic
events by team membership in basketball and softball. The
high school girls indioated a lack of participation in
extracurricular aotivities_
The first serious disciplinary problem among school children was disoovered in this category. We have noted the
generally favorable attitude

of~'teacher8

toward ex-migrant
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sohool ohildren. An eleven year old Oategory III ex-migrant
boy has been reprimanded by teaohers and prinoipal for
disobedienoe in class. This boy had a reoord of unusual
lack of

discip~ine

in his former sohool, but the problem

seemed to beoome more intense in new surroundings. The mother
of this boy has been employed outside the home and the boy has
been left in the care of an older sister. The mother has been
working away trom home sinoe 1953.
Turning to employment patterns found among Oategory III
residents, it was disoovered that fourteen men, Single and
married, worked at full time employment away from the home.
None of these men was engaged in any form of agricultural
labor, nor have they had any contact with this type of
employment which characterized their lives for many years.
One adult male works as a janitor for a parochial sohool and
churoh. Another works as a general

handyma.~

in a business

whioh supplies automotive equipment. One opn:":'"ates

~

vehtcle

for a newspaper distribution agency. Two work for a oonstruction oompany in west Oook County. A sixth works in a garage.
Four adult married males in this catgeory work in faotories,
two, operating maohines, and one in the shipping department
with the last a carloader.
Four unmarried males are also
employed forty hours a
r"
~~

week. Two work in faotories, one works in an automobile agency
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where he washes and services new automobiles. The final
unmarried adult works in a highway restaurant as a bus boy.
In addition to the men, four married women, Category III
ex-migrants, and two unmarried women are also employed
full time. In their employment, the women average 81.10
and hour.
The average hourly wage rate for adult male workers
is $1.65 per hour. The highest wage, received by the men
working in construction, amounted to 82.30 an hour. The lowest
wage, $1.25 and hour, is received by the young man who works
in a restaurant. Oategory III families average 2.0 workers
per family, while Category I and Category II families average
1.67 and 1.35 workers per family.
None of the men or women belongs to the regularly
organised reoreat1onal and social groups of their companies.
Several companies had bowling leagues, golf teams, and the
like. Three men informed the writer they took their families
to the annual company outing. One personnel manager informed
the writer that he made several attempts to interest his
Spanish-speaking employees in company-sponsored recreational
programs but found little success. Three men belonged to
labor union, but only one attended a union meeting at any
time. Two men saved
unions.

regularlY~~.

company sponsored credit
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It would seem that Category III ex-migrants do Lot
participate iJ.1 volu.:tary associations any more than workers
of Category I or Category II. Children, however, seem to share
in the groups sponsored by various organizations for their
benefit.
One might anticipate a lessening of social and recreational contact with other Spanish-speaking people because of the
separation in place of residence. Distance and time have
diminished the regular seeing of other Spanish-speaking
people, but the recreation and sooial life of Category III
ex-migrants reflects the origins of the ex-migrants.
The Category III ex-migrants may be studied with regard
to their social and recreational oontact with the Anglos
near whom they live. Two Category III ex-migrants told of
attending local community parties, but the other eight
families remain outside the Anglo pattern of social adult
life. There is no exchange of visits nor dinners. The
Category III ex-migrants, on the cnotrary, still adhere to
the dance for Spanish-speaking people as a regular source
of entertainment and recreation. ll4 Four Ca,*ego.ry III

ll4The dance as a source of contact among ethnic groups is
a common occurrence in the Un~eA States. See Arthur Wood
Evans, Hamtramck - Then ~ No:w" (New York, 1955), p. 33. In
Chicago three radio stations~oadcast information about such
dances.
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families, however, spoke of lessened attendance at such
affairs.
Category III ex-migrants not in school but unmarried
maintain association with other young men and women who are
Spanish-speaking. In other words, even though their place
of residenee is in the Anglo community, they do not date
Anglo boys and girls. 115 The unmarried adults seem to
share both the Anglo and Spanish cultures in their dating
patterns. There is attendance at Spanish-speaking dances,
but also attendance at movies, stock oar races at O'Hare
Stadium, and reoreational and amudement parks.
Oategory III ex-migrants also indicate a pattern of
non-partioipation in political aotivities. At the time of
the interviews, none of the Category III ex-migrants had
been oOQtaoted to vote in political elections. In this
area of their lives, their behavior is similar to that of
Category I and Category II eX-migrants. 116

l15 Three interethnic marriages have taken place over a
period of three years in the area where Category I residents
live. However, none of these subjects have any relation to
the present study since they were not involved in the universe
from which the damples were taken.
l16 Thia seems to be in contrast to the Puerto Rican
voting patterns in Chicago.
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Although comparisons will be made in greater detail in
the next chapter, Category III ex-migrants seem to manifest
greater participation in the Anglo culture than do members
of the other Categories I and II. Category III ex-migrants
have moved to areas where Anglos live. Some of them have
initiated the purohase of homes. The use of English, foods
less popular among Spanish-Amerioans and other faotors
reflect oloser adherence to Anglo customs. Nevertheless,
the Category III ex-migrants are limited in their social
oontacts with Anglos. Of all three oategories, Category III
ex-migrants give greatest indioation of assimilation.

CHAPTER V

INTER-CATEGORY COMPARISONS
In November, 1959, the National Conferenoe to Stabilize
Migrant Labor took place at Loyola University in Chioago. The
report which summarized the proceedings said in part:
The unbalanoing effect of the foreign labor
program upon the supply and demand for farm
labor i8 evident in farm population statistios.
During the last two deoades, while farm population
deolined about 30 per oent and the number of
hired workers deolined about 23 per oent, the
number of farm migrants, inoluding foreign
workers, remained the dame at one .ill1on.
However, had there been a normal labor market
in operation during these 20 years, the size
of the m1grant army would have shrunk oonsiderably.
IBatead the 500,000 Amerioans who did leave the
migrant labor stream were 8i!!,y replaoed by
500,000 workers from abroad.
The large number of ex-migrants oan be visualized from
the passage oited above. In this thesis, thirty-three of these
ex-migrant familiee have been disouesed in differing aspeots
of their lives. There has been an attempt to disoover what
has ooourred in the lives of t.hese families, numbered a.cng the

l17MarOiniak, p. 9.
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half million who have abandoned the mobile serfdom of
migratory labor.
It would be beneficial to recall the reasons for
leaving

agriaultl~e

which were offerred by the ex-migrants.

The specific reason given by each adult centered about the
desire for economia improvement and security. The poverty,
wages, housing conditions, and absence of other advantages
havel;Been documented by many authors. The ex-migrants of
this thesis have abandoned their attaohment to agriculture
and entered the industrial complex of Cook County.
It would be additional beneficial to recall the common
elements shared by all subjects in this study. In the first
place, the adult married males and females were btJl'n in the
Winter Garden area of the Rio Grande Valley. They are
Americans citisens and all were married in the Valley. They
engaged in an agricultural pilgrimage until they abandoned
their migration in 1951 and 1952. The adult married males
entered into industrial lite. In many instances, affecting
Category I ex-migrants, the temporary dwellings became
year round homes. All the ex-migrants in this study are
Spanish-speaking and all are baptized Roman Catholics. The
two chief influences on the ex-migrant are his Spanish
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speaking baokground and his nomadio agricultural life. It is
in these areas that we look for indioators of marginality or
assimilation.
TABLE XI

FAMILY OOMPOSI!ION
Oategory

Unmarried Children
Male

Average in
Family

Female

Oategory I

28

24-

3.5

Category II

15

14

3.6

15

13

2.8

category III

I

,~

, )
l

From the table abOVe, it can be seen that the largest
average unmarried ohildren are found among Oategory II exmigrants. Oategory III children atill at home is lower than
the average number of those from the other two oategories.
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TABLE XII

AVERAGE AG'ES

MARRIED ADULT S

Male
Catesory I a

38.1

Category II

39.2
38.0

Category III

40.3

37.6

36.6

aThis inoludes the age of the woman killed after the sample
was chosen.
The differenoe in ages among the three categories seems to
b& slight. and, ss far as oan be judged, plays no signifioant
part in oonsidering the ex-migrant families.
When questioned about the motivation for leaving the
a~riau1tural

better

life. all adults in families told of a desire for

ho~aing

and employment. However partial or inoomplete

this motive may be for abandoning the agrioultural migrant
stream, the motive of economic improvement was mentioned by
··al.1 famili •• involved.
Although the rural-urban dichotomy is difficult to definef
there has been a ohange from

~~9ultural

life to an industrial

way of life. MaoIver discusses the rural-urban distinction in
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the following mannerl
One of the broadest and most revealing of all
sooial cont.asts is that exh1b1ted 1n the differences
of rural and urban life. The c1 t1' 1s 1n i tsel!
an env1ronment created by society, in wh1ch for
the purpose of common living many aspects of
the natural env1ronment are mod1fied or entirely
eliminated • • • Under rural oond1tions 800ial
attitudes and so01al institutions present
oharaoterist10 differenoes from thoae developed
with1n the city. Neverthele!fsthe comparison
is beset with diffioult1es.
He oontinues, "01ty and oountry are for our present purposes the
two great generio modes of human habitation. But between the
two there i. no sharp demarcation. ttl19 MaoIver also finds a
semi-isolation, a predominant mode of oocupation, a variety
rather than a speoialisation of labor, a simplicity and
frugality in living, and a more dominant familY life
oharaoterise the rural famlly.120 It would seem that some of
these elements have been found in the lives of the ex-migrants.
When they enter d1fferent environments, different patterns
or assimilation or d1fferent levels of marginality are
discovered.
As soon aa the deoision to remain in Illinois was made,
llBaobert M. MaoIver. Soo.etlt A Te!1book ~ Sooiology
(New York, 1937), p. 114.
l19 Ibtd ., p. 115
120Ib1d., pp. 119-23.
w~.r
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there was a change from agricultural labor to industrial labor.
The mobile waY of life responded to an urban way of life. New
pressures were placed on the Mexican-American family. John
:Burma stated:
The authority of the father was unquestioned and
the oldest male was a patriarch whose authority
was widely felt • • • The role of the woman has
always been a subordinate one • • • but it has
been extremely important in the stability and
the integration of the family group • • • The
role of the man is less res~ioted. He is eipected
to assume material responsibilities for his
wife and children, to be loyal to the large
familY group, andl !! live up to his oommunity
responsibilities.
What are the patterns of family behavior evident in all
three oategories of ex-migrants in this study? The finanoial
control of the Spanish-American family has been described by
Burma,122 WOOds,l23 and HUnt,l24 This bas been partially
altered becauae the father of the family no longer receives the
wages ot the entire fam117. l25 In addition, the drivers of

l2lBurma , p. 9.
l221bid ., p. 84.
l23100d8, p. 178.
l24Hu.nt, p. 7.
1251n 1960, Rev. William McKeon pOinted out that the
Mexioan-Amerioan family has been a family on the move. The
parents came from Mexico during the revolution, and its
descendant. "gan mobile farming. The only institution that
has remained stable is the f~~, since the political
institution, the eduoational institution, and the religious
institution have changed.
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cars not the family cars retain portions of their salary to
operate their vehicles.
It 18 obvious also that employment patterns and eduoational
patterns for the ex-migrants and their children have changed.
Although some Oategory I ex-migrant families have worked on
farms during the harvest season. this praotice is far from
common. It is unknown among the members of the la8t two
oategories. As a

re~lt

of the new type of employmentjatterns

the father of the family leaves his home eaoh day. The children
no longer work with the parents and they are in regular
attendanoe at sohool. We will attempt to summarize the
data presented by means of tables.
The first are for consideration will be the religious
behavior of the ex-migrants. Thi. area may not be the first
are in importanoe. but observable behavior i8 readily
categorised. It is again impor1amt to note that the study
of religioue assimilation or lack of it implies nothing about
"the internal oomaitment of the aub 380" to the religion professed.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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!.AlJLE XIII
ECCLESIASTICAL MARRIAGES

Category

Total in
Category

category I

Number

Per Cent

of !otal

15

4-

26.7

Oategory II

8

4-

50

Catego17 III

10

6

60

If eoolesiastical marriages are an indication of assimila~ion

ijO
~ ~~.

to the religious patterns of northern catholios. it is

be noted that the peroentages indicate a higher proportion
category III ex-migran1B married eooleaiasticall.y.
TP,E XIV

MARRIED ADUIllS
EAS!ER OOMMUNION - 1959

fotal in category

Number

Per Cent

Oategory l a

30

4-

13.3

category II

16

6

31.1

20

7

35.0

category III
""'.~

aInolud1ng deceased woman.

..,.
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TABLE 'XV
CHURCH ATTENDANCE

MAJmIED .ADULTS

Oategory

Irregular

Regular
Number

III

Per Cent

lfumber

Per Cent

Never
Number Per Oent

7

24.2

12

41.4

10

34.8

6

37.5

6

37.5

4

25.0

4

25.0

9

45.0

7

35.9

~h1. doe8 not inolude th~ woman who was killed

!ABLE XVI
BASDR OODUNION

UNMARRIED

Oategory

Eligible

Reoipients

Per Cent

Oategory I

30

19

60.3

Oategory II

18

11

64.4

Oategor,. III

11

8

72.8

Jrom the two preceding tables, one can see the higher
religious practice in Category III.
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proportions of unmarried persona attending when compared with
the married. It is a180 evident that Category II adults have
the greatest proportion in regular attendanoe. but Category

III children have the greatest peroentage in reception of the
sacrament.

TABLE XVII
MASS AHENDANCE

UDARRIED

Category

P.ig1 ble

Regular

Irregular

Never

Category I

31

13

14

5

Category II

18

10

5

3

Category III

19

9

1

3

THe next area to be oonsidered 1s the area of eduoation.

Children of all three .stegor1e. manifest a remarkable
inorease in eduoation when oompared Wi1h parents.
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TABLE XVIIJ

YEARS OF EDUCATION
IMRRIED ADULTS

Category

•

Male

Female

Oategor;y I

2.86

Category II

3.5
3.0

Category III

The level of eduoation among ohildren has already surpassed that of their parents. In ad'1tion, education for the
children ia a oontinuing prooess. Nevertheless, it should be
pOinted out that no ex-migrant in this study has oompleted

seoondary Bohool. When oontac·t was first made with the Spanishspeaking in the rural areaS in time. past, school delinquency
WS8

a serious problem.-"

However, the grammar school ohildren demonstrate different
levele of contact w1 tl.l. the Anglo world. The contact between

Anglos and Spanish-Americans in the Categor;y I area i8 limited
to "the school setting. It was noted that six boys and four
girls of Oategory I participated in athletio events 1n
oomept1 tion with other sohools .• ~!tiree boys and one girl shared
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in scouting activities.
category II students found other means of reoreation
in the city. One family restricted attendance and aotivities
in the looal park and ppol. The remaining children used
swimming poole. parks, ball fields with Spanish-speaking and
--Antlo children present. Category II public school ohildren
do not attend achoole which allow intra.cholastio teams. One
boy attending the parochial school played on a baseball team,
while four boys and seven girla participated in scouting
activities.
Oategor.y III children had no daily contaot with other
Spani8h-apeaking children. Their souroe of play and recreation
both in and outside ot the sohool had to be the surrounding
Anglo ohildren. Two b0l'a and three girls shared in soouting
events. !herefore, Oategorl' III ohildren by necessity had
more frequent and regular contact with Anglo children.
Another area for consideration is the area ot employment.
We shall try to oompare average hourll' earnings among the
three categories.
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TABLE XIX

AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS

Oategory

Female

Oategory I

'1.63

• .93

Category II

81.82

•• 94

Oategory III

'1.65

'1.10

The highe.t paid men are in Category II and the highest
paid women are in Oategory III
fABLE XI
WORKING WOMEN

MARRIED

d

I

Oategory

Number

Per Cent

Oategory I

1

Category II

3

37.5

Category III

4

40.0

.~~

6.67

..,-

It i. to be noted t8at thehigheat proportion of married
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women who work is to be found in Category III. To state
oategorioally that t11is folloW8 the norm of work patterns of
urban married women would be an oversimplifioation of a
oomplex oomparison, difficult because of the nature of the
rural-urban dichotomy. However, there are several authors
worth hearing. "Urban women are twice 88 likely to be in the
labor foroe .a farm women. n126 Robert Smut8 8tate8 that in the
history of the female working force, there has been a trend
toward working urban women. 127 It would 8eem that eoonomic
neoessity i8 the reason offerred for women working by the
ex-migrants themaelvea. 128 Clarenoe Long atates.
When female labor force partioipation, standardized
for 888 and rural-urban distribution residenoe, i.
oompared wi'ih the proportion standardized for age
only, the inorease is found to hf1§been somewhat
larger .s a reaul t of migration.
It haa been 41800vered that even in oases where voluntary

126National Manpower COunoil, WO!l1,lRROler (New York, 1957) ,
~. 81.
127Robert W. Smuts, Womea .E4 1;0%'5 1aAmerioa (New York,
959), i P • 2-4.
12o,he que.tion then may be raised, "Is this a Sign of
sa1milationl' "
129 Clarence D. Long, ~ ti,bOF'
Maar OhIM!D& Inoome
d lel?:t.oDIBt (Pr1noeton, '"""'I9"4 ,p.
•

'£5f
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associations are joined by ex-migrants working in a plant or
business, there is no sharing in the functioning of these
organizations. One Oategory II ex-migrant was the sole example
of participation in a community organization and a ohurch
society.
TABLE XXI

RENT

Oategory

Monthly Payments

Oategory I

1)1.50

Category II

174.17

Oategory III

'76.25

The largest rents are paid by the Category III ex-migrants.
Three category III ex-migrants have initiated the purchase of
a home. Two CatsgDry II b,others have also cooperated in the
purchase of a home.
Another area discussed in the previous chapters was the
social and recreational life of the ex-migrants. It was found,
for example, that unmarried ex-migrants who are of the age of
dating engage in this

practic~ ~*h

other Spanish-speaking

pe ople. The school childre,., however, have contact with Anglo
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children. The experience of the children in their relationships
to Anglos exoeeded that of parents. Members of all categories
reported little contact on a social level with Anglos.
The common source of entertainment and recreation is the
dance for the Spanish-speaking. They vary from simple weekend
dances to well-publicized evenings with the election of a queen
and

tb~

hiring of entertainment. Spanish tyle food is served

and the Spanish language is spoken by those attending. At these
dances the opportunity of interchange with friends and
acquaintances is present. 130
Although the automobile makes the Chicago metropolitan
are;~more or less accessible to anyone with a car. certain

areas are more accessible than others. For example, danoes in
Des Plaines, Buffalo Grove. and Bensenville are those
which are more likely to attract Category I residents. Category
II migrants would be more likely to attend dances in Chioago.
Category III ex-migrants would be close to Sohiller Park or
Bensenville.

13°Burma , p. 27. Burma discusses the "Spanish" dance but
fails to mention its socializing aspects.
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TABLE XXII
DANCE ATTENDANCE

Category

a

Monthly

Category I

2

742

Category II

1

610

Category III

0

640
•

aThis reters to adult married persons.
bAt least four times' a year, but not onoe a month.
cThree times a year or less.
dNo family failed to attend at least onoe in 1959.
In the Category I area, danoes are held in nearby towns.
In the oity where Category II residents dwell, the Perez Post
of the American Legion, the Caballeros de Sam Juan, the LULACs
and others sponr suoh dances. Category III residents may drive
/(,=T-e <

,.

L

to Chicago or the the rural areas, but as can be seemr'they
attend these dances less frequently than members of the other
categories.
In addition to danoe attendanoe, Category I, II, and III
ex~migrants

exchange visits with friends and relatives who

are Spanish-speaking. It is difficult to oompare one group
wi th another. For example, in' t{ierurban area, Spanish-speaking
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people are present in larger numbers than elsewhere. On the
other hand, Category III ex-migrants do not live in the
immediate vioinity of other Spanish-speaking people. Three
Category III families visited Texas in the years 1958-1960.
Two Category

r

families did the same thing, but no Category

~f family returned home to Texas for a visit· Conolusions

should be carefully drawn since financial ability and age
01 children are factors entering into a visit to the state

of birth of the ex-migrants.
The ex-migrants characteristically do not partioipate in
elections or in community aotivities. The only exception to
this general statement was found among Category II ex-migrants.
A determined effort to register Spanish-speaking people produoed one ex-migrant who voted, although others registered.
It i8 important to suggest that oertain factors indioate
the validity of the general hypothesis. In the matter of
religious behavior. Category III residents outrank members of
the other categories in religious participa:tion. Category III
residents also have a higher proportion using English at home,
who have inaugurated the purchase of a home, and who have
separated themselves at least physioally from dailY close
contact with other Spanish-speaking people.
That there is not complete assimilation and a marginal
"",.~

r

status is evidences from the lack of partiCipation in voluntary
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associations and

ta~

general use of Spanish at home. However,

the process of assimilation is not static buy dyhamic and
this group could be restudied in future years for further
evidences of assimilation.
What is strikingly different about the ex-migrant families
is the series of differences which exist between parents and
children. In the matter of religious practice, education,
association with Anglos, etc. the ohildren are the ones
who seem most assimilated.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In the previous pages, we have attempted to study
aspects of the patterns of life among a small number of
families. We have attempted to study thirty-three ex-migrant
families, families who have abandoned the fields for a life
in the industrial complex of northern Illinois. other
changes have taken place in the lives of these people since
their departure from the mobile serfdom of migratory labor.
The desire for economic security and stability has played a
great part in the changing patterns of ex-migrant life.
We have Been fifteen Category I families, that is, families who have chosen to remain in rural areas in Cook County,
living in substandard housing, isolated from the surrounding
area by languagem culture, economic position. It is in these
clusters or enclaves of Spanish-speaking families that
manifestations of the Spanish-speaking background may be found.
Although the influences and traits of the Rio Grande Valley
origin of these families can be seen, there are also
156
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evidences of assimilation. Most noticeable are the differences
between children and adults, as far "a. aSSOCiation, language,
eduoation, religious praotices, and participation in voluntary associations. Evidences of assimilation among adults
are found in their employment patterns, in the exeroise of
financial responsibility in the family, and separation from
agricultural life and labor.
Category II ex-migrants have entered the urban oenter
of Chioago, bearing w1 th them their Spanish-American culture.
SUbjected to the same pressures as Category I ex-migrants
received, category II ex-migrants entered the city. Category
I and Category II ex-migrants share a oommon cultural heritage
manifested in family struoture, languaie, food, religious
decorations, literature and the like. Yet there are some
visible differenoes between Vategory I and Category II
ex-migrants. fwo Category II ex-migrants have initiated the
purohase of a home. Furnishings of rented flats are different
from thoae of the rural inhabitant. Although there is an
improvement in inoome, there is also an increase in expenses.
Whereas one Category I married female ex-migrant worked full
time, three Category II married women were employed. The
ohildren in an area where many Spanish-speaking people live
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took part in the aotivities of urban life. Only one family
of the eight resisted ohange by trying to oontrol some
contaots on the part of the ohildren with other families.
Nevertheless, there was a greater use of English in this
oategory, and one of the adult married men particpated in
oommunity and ohurch activities.

'.

Category III ex-migrants a180 shared in the Spanish
cultural heritage. However, they separated themselves at least
in distanoe from other spanish-speaking families. As a result
the children share d the .Anglo aul ture much more deeply than
the members of the other two oategories. The highest
proportion of working married women was found among Category
III ex-migrants, as well as the highest percentage of home
owners. The greatest evidenoes of assimilation were found
among Oategory III ex-migrants.
Even a8 the words of this thesis are being written,
chan~s

are taking place in the lives at the ex-migrant

families. New subdivisions and highways have swept other
rural 'enclaves out of existenoe. More will soon disappear.
In the city, plana for a new expressway and highway may
foroe Category II ex-migrants elsewhere. Some of the older
farm hQusea will be torn down for commeroial establishments.
In this thesis, however, we

ha~,dlttempted

to freeze reality

tor the purpose of study and analysis. In the future, many
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more studies of ex-migrants may be made. The study of the
ex-migrants in this thesis should aid a more timely and
thorough under8tanding of the oonoept and prooess of
assimilation.

APPENDIX I
LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS DEALING WITH SPANISH-SPEAKING PEOPLE
Amerioan tSSOAifttion of Un1versitx Women, * Northwest
SUburDan blsir qt. ~is was the first organization to
estaolish any program for the Spanish-speaking in the northwest suburban area. The summer sohool, with its instruction
and medical care, operated from 1951 to 1956.
Ar11~~n Valley Growers' tssoc1ation, 1420 Northwest
ngton Heights, III noise This marketing
Highway,
cooperative &'poke tor a number of _rowers on policies
affecting migrant labor and the housing of ex-migrants.

oardinftl's Committee for f!anish-~akipg People, 1300
South 'abas Avenue, ablcago;llnots~his agency of
the Catholic Charities of the Archdiooese of Chicago with
fifteen priests and two lay members ooordinates Catholic
activities among the Spanish-speaking.
Oatholic Counoil on work~ Life, 21 West SUperior,
Chicago, Illinois. !hIi laymiD:s organization sponsored a
major conference on the problems of the migrant worker.
Christifn Fami,* Movement, 720 North Rush Street,
Chicago, III nois.is actIon-oriented couples' organization
of the Oatholio Church undertook many services for the
Spanish-speaking.
Cook ~un'f ~ BureaU, 120 North Dunton, Arlington
Heights, I ino s~is memEer of the Farm Bureau Federation
represents many growers in the Arlington Heights area.
Howell House, 1831 South Halsted, Chioago, Illinois. This
settlement nouse operates a program for community organization
in Chicago.

*A new president is elected yearly and the address of the
organization changes.
160 ....,~ r
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Illinois 'fir Credit Committee, 21 West Superior,
Chicago, I111no s. !h1s organization soon to be replaced by
the Illinois Conference on Consumer Problems focuses attention
on credit buying in the city of Chicago.
Illinois stAte ~lOYment Service, 165 North Oahal,
Chicago, Illinois. ~ S branch of the Employment Service
processes requests for migrant labor.
OpPortunit~ Counctl,* This is an organization of men and
women intereste In the problems of the ex-migrant in the
Arlington Heights area.

*The president i8 elected yearly and the address of the
president becomes the address ot the organization.
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APPENDIX II

,
FAMILY RESUMES

Category I
Familft 1. Arnulfo B. earns '2.35 per hour on a construc~
tion job. is wif., Maria, was killed in an automobile
accident shortly atter the study began. The residence of
his family i8 a weatherbeaten barn. A seventeen yearoold
daughter maintains the home, while twin daughters, 11,
are in the fifth grade, a boy, 10, is in the fourth grade.
Arnulfo never attends religious services. The children in
this family are noted for their extreme shyness.
Famil~ 2. Alejandro T. is employed in a nursery where he
earns 11.5
hour. His wife, !racelia, cares for her two
children, boys, 12, and 10, who are in the fifth and
fourth grades. A four year old daughter completes the family
circle. The residence is an eqUipment shed. Without insulation
it is one of the poorest of Category I dwellings. The
.
family possesses an old religious statue as its proudest
possession.

an

'am11~ l. Tomas P. is employed in a nursery, where he
earns 11.3 per hour. Cruzita, his wife, remains at home
since she must oare for a fifteen year old boy, mentally
retarded, and a girl, 11, in the fifth grade. Two boys,
17 and 16, work outside the home. An octagonal hut is
their residenoe. Mrs. P. has suffered from an illnes8 for
several years.

Famil;{ .4.. Ratel R., truck driver, has three bOY8, 4, 2,
and 1 re8p8c'iively. His wife, Maria, was expecting the birth
of another child as this thesiS i8 being written. The
eqUipment shed seems 8mall for the family. This family has
been the object of charitable attention by several Anglo
organizations. Ratel earns $1.70 an hour.
Famili 2. Pedro G. and h1a~.1fe live in a very warm
barn. RisoD pays $1.72 an hour as an employee of a suburban
village government. Children are all married.
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lami;:~. Cesare R., and Eligidia live with thirteen
children ranging from three to twenty-one in a contractor's
hut. three boys and two girls are working. Cesare earns
$1.74 in a factory. A certain coldness and reserve seemed
to characterize this family.

Fam1l;t 1. Serafin R., garage attendant, and his
wife Ginevera have one child, an eleven year old boy in
the sixth grade. The home is a barracks structure. As a clerk
in a nursery, Serafin earns $1.65 an hour. The home of this
family has vast amounts of religious eqUipment in it.
l,m1ll 8. MarioM. e~ne 81.65 an hour driving a
truck. uts wIfe Luoia and a son, 8, and a daughter, 6,
live with him in a room attached to a barn. Mario operates
a truck for a newspaper agency.
lami~ 2.. Living in a barracks type structure, Serafin
R. ie nei bor to Alfredo M. who works for an officially
franchised automobile dealer. His three children, a
girl,l), in the sixth grade, and two boyst ) and 1, are
cared for by Adela M. his wife. He earns 11.48 an hour.

lamil: 10. Alfredo P. is a machine operator, earning
$1.40 in a pIa.tics factory. His home is a former chioken
coop, where hie five children, a girl, 15, a boy, 11, a
boy, 9, a boy, 4, and a girl, 2, live with him and his
wife Maria. Alfredo makes 81.40 operating a machine in the
factory.
Famill ll. Ernesto R. and his wife, Ernestina, live in
a former equIiment shed. Their oldest son, 15, does not
attend school. Ernesto earns 81.30 in a factory and supplements
·his income by summer weekend agricultural work. A girl, 13,
a girl, 9, and a boy, 7, oomplete the family.
lsJ!!ilY 12. Jaime Ll. earns tl.33 an hour operating
a maohine. ~ wife Oleofa lives with him in a barn, but no
married ohildren live at home.

u.

Famil~
Porf1r1o DelaO., and his wife Eladia have
three ohi! fen, two girls, 14 and 7, and a boy, 6. they
live in a former eqUipment shed, but Porfirio earns 11.25 an
hour on his full time job.
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Fami~ 14. Domingo C. earns 11.45 an hour in a service
station.. wife, Alicia, lives with him and two chIldren,
a boy, 11, and a girl, 9. Their residence is a former shed.

Famill ~. Manuel C. earns $1.45 in a factory. His wife,
Lucia, lives With him in an old trailer. Four children, two
boys, 13 and 10, and two girls, 11 and 9, complete the
family circle.
Category II
,!mill .1. Adolfo C. drives a truok to earn 11.67 per
hour.
boy,J..4, a girl, 9, a boy, 2, and Maria, his wife find
home to be a dingy seoond floor flat.
Famil.l 2. Eugenio M., earns 11.48 as a oar washer, but
part iIme emPloyment in a band earns additional inoome
for the family. !WO girls, 14 and 12, and Carolina, his wife,
complete the family. Home is a four room apartment above
an a»artment which is very large.
Fami~l. Jose O. earns '1.57 88 a maohinist's helper.
His fIrst
oor rear apartment is in poor condition. Two
boys, 11 and 9, are in school.

l~ilz!. Amparo, a Jani tor, earnins 11.'5 an hour,
works
a faotory. A girl, 21, also works,full time
and there are children 15, 12. 9, 7 years in age. Together
Amparo purohased a home with his brother.

:n

!'amill~. GregoriO M. earns $2.65 an hour in a steel
fabrioatIng Plant. Gregorio is the aotive ex-migrant. A
boy, 13, a boy, 10, a girl, 9, a girl, 7, a boy,4.
and a girl, 1, oomplete the family with Elena. They live
in a five room second floor apartment.

F8ll4i;tl .2.. Emil A., earning 11.45 an hour, and his wife,
Juanita, maintain a five room seoond floor home. A boy, 13,
is the oldest, a girl and two boys, 6, 4, and 3 are the childre
of this family.

,J;,$

iJA

-
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Family 1. Jesse P. live in a small three room
apartment Wiih Maria. Jesse works in a garqe for 11.50
an hour, A four year old boy and a three ye ar old
baby complete the family.
J'Iiiill 8. Octavio A., factory worker, at $2.33 an hour
lives :n a'tn1rd floor apartment, with his wife Petra.
Two children, one twelve,the other six are members of this
study.
Category III
Familz 1. Jose D., janitor, earns 11.30 ah hour; includi
an old home ant other utility benefits, the Qa~lic Church
which employs him finds him job training, housin.g, school
direction, etc. There are two boys and a girl who work,
21, 18, for the boys, and 19, for the girl.
Familz, 2. Maximo F., truck driver, and his wife Emilia,
live In an oId farm house, There are four children, two boys,
14 and 11, and two girls, 12 and 9. Maximo earns '1.70 an hour,
Famil:ll. Mateo F. , handyman, earns $1.25 an hour. A girl
13, a boy, 8; and a four year old completes the family with
Angelina, his wife. fbey live ina three room flat near
Bensenville.
Fami~ !. Reuben Ch., earna 11.50, as a garage helper.
Children are fourteen, thirteen and twelve, inoluding the
oldest a girl in high sohool. The four rented room3in a
frame building seem very well kept. His wofe is Lucinda.

Famil~ 2.
Ricardo M., earne. '1.40 an hour, before a
slight receSSion. An oldest girl, 14, is in first year high
sohool. Children are fourteen, ~.J.U1...f',,;e"'old.

FamiH §.. Juan Q. works as a maohine operater. He earns
11.63 an our, and his wU'e Maria also works. !rhe
family liv,es in a small four room apartaent.

laSH 1· Jesus P., earns $2.30 in construction. He

rents a
and 4.

ax room farm house.

There are three ohildren, 11, 7,
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Famill 8. Juan R. earns '2.32 an hour as an employee in
the construction industry. He lives with his family in a
rented white frame house. A son, 16, works and a daugUter, 5,
is not yet in school.
Family ~. Rudolfo N. is a factory worker who earns
'1.57 an hour. His son, 20, and a daughter, 17, also work
full time. An eight year old boy is in the second grade. The
home of Rudolto and his wife is the best of the Category III
ex-migrants.
Family 10. Carmen T. works in a factory as a stockroom
atten!ant. HIS pay amounts to '1.55 per hour. His wife Jesusita
takes care of a two year old son. Together they live in
one of the older homes inside of the town limits of a
rapidly eJqlanding suburb.
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